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ABSTRACT
This study documents the distribution of bands in Viet)a
faba root-tip chromosomes as shown by acid treatment,
quinacrine mustard fluorescence, various forms of Giemsa
banding and orcein banding methods, and demonstrates the
coincidence of these bands with the position of hetero-
chromatin as shown by cold treatment and late replication.
Heterochromatin in the large metacentric M chromosome is
located in two areas: (a) around the centromere and (b)
adjacent to the secondary constriction. The latter is not
Iate-replicating but is judged to represent classical nucleolus-
associated heterochromatin .
Heterochromatin in the smaller sub-telocentric S
chromosomes is located in the intercalary and proxi-mal areas
of their long arms and in the short arm of two chromosomes.
The variable expression of particular chromosome segrnents
with different banding techniques testifies to certain
differences between heterochromatic regions and emphasizes
the existence of several classes of heterochromatin.
fn situ molecular hybridization of labelled complementary
RNA to chromosomal DNA indicates the presence of repetitive




With the advent of recent chromosome banding techniques
differentially stained chromosome regions have been revealed
in many animal and plant cells, some of which were hitherto
unknown (Caspersson et aL., L968i Drets and Shaw, 1971) . This
discovery has necessj-tated a careful appraisal of that portion
of the genome termed heterochromatin, a word often freely used
to designate those regions of the chromosome which stain
differentially and are considered to possess certain distinctive
properties 
€rsr for example, late replication, relative genetic
inertness and allocycly (Lima-de-Faria, 1969) .
The present study was undertaken to:
(1) Verify the position of heterochromatin on the chromosomes
of Vieia faba "Coles Early Dwarf" r Ers defined by established
techniques, namely cold induction of negative H-segments and
late DNA-replication.
(2) Characterise the similarities and differences of chromosome
band distribution in this species using recently developed
cytological techniques such as fluorescent bandirg, various forms
of Giemsa banding and orcein banding.
(3) Localize repetitive DNA sequences by in situ molecular
hybridization. The recent developmenL of in situ hybridizationr
a technique whereby labelled complementary RNA molecules are
bound to DNA of the chromosomes (reviewed by Hennig, L973i
Rae,1972), has demonstrated that certain heterochromatic sites
are rich in repetitive DNA sequences.
Results from these three areas of stucly are compared in an
attempt to further our understanding of heterochromatin in V.
f aba.
3.
1. RationaLe for SLudying Vieia faba
Vieia faba was selected for study because it significantly
contributed towards our early understanding of heterochromatin.
The distribution of H-segments (heterochromatic segments) revealed
by cold treatment on c-metaphase chromosomes had been established
by Mcleish (1953) and others, although as will be seen later, the
distribution patterns published differed in detail. The temporal
pattern of DNA replication was well defined (Evans, 1964, and
others), with H-segrment distribution coinciding broadly with late
replicating regions. V. faba thus provided a basis for confirm-
ation and comparison between established heterochromatin sites and
bands revealed by new cytological techniques.
A few years prior to the conmencement of this study
caspersson et aL., (1958, L969a, b) published results on fluorescent
banding in V. faba; and Giemsa banding in animal tissues was a
new phenomenon. These advances provided the impetus for pursuing
a comparative study of heterochrornatin in V. faba chromosomes.
2. An Historical Survey of Heterochromatin
(a) Early Studies by Other Investigators
Heterochromatin has intrigued cytogeneticists for the past
forty years. On the one hand it forces itself on our attention
on account of the interesting and striking properties which it
exhibits, whilst on the other hand the large and relatively
inconclusive literature which has grovirn around the subject has
had a deterring effect on many investigators. It has even been
suggested that the term "heterochromatin" should be removed from
the scientific language (Baker and Callan, 1950). Judging from
the current literature, it does not appear that this is like1y to
happen, and it is gratifying that recent work has shed much new
light on this hitherto intractable problem.
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The term "heterochromatin" raras coined by Heitz in L928 to
denote those chromosomes or parts of chromosomes, in the live::rrort
PeLLia, which retained their deepry stained appearance iluring
interphase when the remaining chromosome regions became poorly
visibre. originalry the term was purery descriptive as was the
much older term "heteropycnosis" (Gutherz, 1907). ,'Heterochroma-
tin", however, soon acquired genetic implications which were
largely derived from work with Dz,osophtla. It was found that the
whole of the heterochromatic Y chromosome carries very few genes
and the same appries to over one third of the X chromosome
(Muller and Painter, 1932; Hannah, 1951). rt was conclud.ed that
heterochromatin is largely devoid of genes, whilst the remaining
portion of the genome (euchromatin, a term also used by Heitz,
1928) was the most genetically active. ltore recent fractionation
studies by F'renster, Allfrey and Mirsky (1963) did indeed show
that RNA synthesis is active in diffuse. chromatin and suppressed
in condensed chromatin; and this result was substantiated by
electron microscope autoradiography of intact uridine-z-c\
labelIed thymus nuclei (Littau et aL., 19O4). These observations
on RNA synthesis in nuclear subfractions and in intact nuclei
strengthen the long-held idea that condensed, pycnotic chromatin
is relatively inactive.
cytological aspects of heterochromatin were studied by
Darlington and La Cour (1938, 1940) in paris and, Irilliun. They
found that in Feulgen stained preparations heterochromatin has a
tendency to stain less deeply in metaphase than euchromatin, but
that the reverse is true in interphase. They also found that by
growing the seedlings at cold temperatures they could induce
weakly stained (referrecl to as negatively-stained) areas on the
chromosomes which they called H-segments. It was postulated that
heterochromatin fails to maintain its maximum nucleic acid charge,
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a phenomenon they termed nucleic acid starvation. This view has
become less acceptable since the demonstration by wirson and
Boothroyd (1944) and Boothroyd (1953) that cold reactivity was
most likely due to the undercontraction of the heterochromatic
segrments. Cooper (1959) further summarized the data from
chromosome studies on DrosophiLa and suggested that heterochromatilr
and. euchromatin differed in their physical conformation and in the
expression of their genes, but not in their overall DNA content.
This proposal was substantially verified by autoradiographic and
microspectrophotometric studies which showed that differential
replication of DNA played no role in the reactivity of chromosomes
to cold treatment (Boothroyd. and Lima-de-Faria, l-964i Woodard
et aL.,L964, 1966). The hypothesis of allocycly, however, put
fon'rard by Darrington and La cour (1940), which impries a lack
of synchronisation between heterochromatin and euchromatin with
regard to nucleic acid synthesis and other characteristics of
chromosome behaviour, has been stri-kingly confirmed by the results
of autoradiography. These have shown that in most organisms most
heterochromatin DNA replicates out of phase with the remainder of
the DNA (Lima-de-Faria, 1969). Evans (1964) and others have
clearly shown this to be so in Vi.eia faba where heterochromatin
replicates late in S phase whereas euchromatin replicates early
in the s phase. Most organi-sms studied^ show this pattern to
varying degrees.
Within a few decades, therefore, our knowledge of the nature
of heterochromatin had been considerabty clarified. There can be
no longer any doubt that it represents a portion of the genome
that differs from the rest, in most cases by its timing of DNA
synthesis, its genetic inactivity, and its cycle of condensation.
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(b) Classi-fi-cation of Heterochromatin
One of the most useful classifications of heterochromatin
is its sub-division into constitutive and facultative hetero-
chromatin (Brown, 1966). Constitutive heterochromatin occurs at
corresponding positions in homologous chromosomes and is regarded
as a permanent structural feature of a given chromosome pair.
Examples include the heterochromatic blocks in many plant
chromosomes, the centromeric regions of many organisms, and the
s and B heterochromatin Ln Drosophila salivary gland chromosomes.
Facultative heterochromatin is expressed on onry one of a
pair of homorogous ehromosomes. The best known example is the
genetically inactivated X chromosome of human XX females. This
heteropycnotic chromosome forms the sex chromatin body or Barr
body of female interphase cells (Barr and Bertram, Lg49; Lyon,
1962). Some investigators have used the term semi-facultative
in reference to the single X chromosome of the male short-horned
grasshopper and crickets (Comings , L972a). During spennatogonial
divisions of these species the X chromosome passes through a
phase of incomplete condensation to complete condensation. White
(1940) termed this negative and positive heteropycnosis
respectively. rn the female the x is euchromatic. This then
provides the interesting situation of a chromosome which is not
pennanently heterochromatic, but is also not strictly facultative
since being hemizygous it does not inactivate either of two
homologues in the original sense of the term.
(c) Multifaceted Behaviour of Heterochromatin
It is well known that heterochromatin ctisplays a very broad
spectrum of cytological and genetical effects, e.g. position
effects (Lewis, 1950 for review) r ectopic pairing (cohen, L976) ,
effects on recombination frequency (strickberger, 1969), changes
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in time of replication in relation to differentiation (Lima-de-
Faria, 1969), euchromatinization of heterochromatin (Wolf, 1958;
Miller, Berlowitz and Regelson, 1971) and chromosomal aberrations
at heterochromatic sites (Kih1rnan, L957, 1959, 1960; Evans and
Scott, I964i Cohn, 1951) . These diverse effects may well imply
that even apart from the two broad categories of heterochromatin
mentioned above (constitutive and facultative), heterochromatin
does not represent a homogeneous population of chromatin but may
well consist of a variety of subtypes.
(d) Chromosome Banding
In 1968 Caspersson ef, aZ. published photographs of the somatic
complement of Vieia faba showing the preferential binding of the
fluorescent alkylating agent quinacrine mustard dihydrochloride
(QM), to areas of the chromosome arms. These areas appeared to
correspond to cold-induced negative bands. The use of
fluorochromes flourished : quinacrine (Q), ethidium bromide, and
acriflavine being widely used in an attempt to understand further
the basis of the banding process. In some cases the treatments
produced quite unusual results. For instance, using quinacrine,
Vosa (1970) showed enhanced fluorescence at heterochromatic sites
in V. faba whereas Ln TuLbaghia pulcheLla there is a reversal
effect-'i.e. a reduction of fluorescence at heterochromatic sites.
Quinacrine has no alkylating group (as opposed to quinacrine
mustard which does) but shows an identical but reduced bancling
pattern to QM in V. faba (Caspersson e.t aL., 1969a).
Perhaps more surprising to cytologists was the discovery
in some animal tissues of new fluorescent bands undetected by
previous techniques. In many cases individual chromosomes could
now be more accurately identified. This was greeted with
enthusiastic acclaim especially amongst human cytogeneticists
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where fluorescent banding initially proved to be of mueh value
in karyotyping individuals. Most notable was the discovery of
the highly fluorescent human Y chromosome. Following the leads
provided. by caspersson's group at stockholm, the variation and
reproducibility of fluorescent patterns of individual chromosomes
was described in a large number of organisms and confirmed
independently in many laboratories.
Further research into fluorescent banding has contrj-buted
much towards our understanding of the chromosome in these
specialized areas. Most evidence to date suggests that the DNA
of many highry fluorescent heterochromatic regions is rich in
adenine and thymine (see p. 46). some reports are anomalous
as in mouse AT-rich centromeric regions which show weaker
fluorescence than the chromosome arms and much research is now
being cond.ucted into clarifying this issue. The weight of
evidence so far, however, strongly suggests some correlation
between fluorescent banding and base content.
Shortly after the discovery of fluorescent banding came the
development of a prethora of alternative banding techniques.
The forerunner of these techniques was provided by Pardue and GaIl
(f970) at Yale in connection with studies of in situ molecular
hybridization. They were modifying a method by which RNA molecules
can be made to adhere to denatured DNA in cytological preparations;
a piece of RNA with a base sequence complementary to a stretch of
DNA will bind to form a molecular hybrid. working with mouse
material they noticed that the region adjacent to the centromere
of each chromosome stained deepry with Giemsa stain. rt seemed
that the more deeply stained centromeric regions were also those
areas which were first to bind the complementary RNA. The
technique was therefore thought to provide a method for
demonstrating those chromosome regions which were composed of
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highly repetitive DNA sequences and also an explanatj-on for the
observations made over the previous thirty years that centromeric
regions sometimes stained differently from the rest of the
chromosome.
Arrighi and Hsu (1971a, b) mod.ified the molecular hybrid-
ization technique to include only the denaturation, renaturation
and Giemsa staining stages, in order to investigate the
distribution of differentially-stained cross-bands in a wide
range of mammals, including man. They showed that the centromere
region of most autosomes and parts of some sex chromosomes
stained deeply and coincided with the distribution of constitutive
heterochromatin, These centromeric bands were named c-bands.
rn ad.dition, Arrighi and Hsu demonstrated that banding on
the human Y chromosome was strikingly similar to that seen with
quinacrine fluorochrome staining (Casperssorl. et aL., I7TO; pearson,
1970).
The results achieved by the denaturation-reassociation
technique not only provided a simple differentiar staining
technigue but arso gave some insight into the probable
organisatj-on of DNA within particular chromosome regions. This
was a further breakthrough in describing heterochromatin. Not
only did this portion of the genome have the ability to bind
with certain fluorochromes but also its DNA was understood to be
different in compri-sing highry repetitive seguences (as was the
original interpretation of the denaturation-reassociation
technique) .
Within a short time discrepancies in banding patterns arose
accordi-ng to the banding method applied. Normally, when a slide
is prepared to show Giemsa bands there is a wide variation between
chromosomes in the clarity of the bands. rndeed some chromosomes
show no bands and others vague bands somewhat reminiscent of the
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bands shown by quinacrine mustard fluorescence. This latter
observation must have occurred more or less simultaneously in
many laboratories as a flood. of reports was published in I97L,
L972 describing "new" techniques for producing Giemsa bands along
the chromosomes. A11 of these techniques varied the denaturaLion/
renaturation regimes in one r,ray or another in attempts to produce
the bands more reliably. It soon became apparent that Giemsa
bands existed along the chromosome arms (G-bands) as well as
around the centromere (C-bands) (Drets and Shaw, 1971), whilst
some specialized techniques such as the Gll method showed banding
in exclusive areas of the chromosomes (Gagne and Laberg€, LgTz).
One of the more significant techniques was that of Sumner,
Evans and Buckland (1971) in Edinburgh who found that denaturation
could be eliminated from the procedure and time of SSC (sodium-
saline-citrate) treatment reduced in some tissues down to one
hour. Then Seabright (1971) modified the technique radically by
submitting fixed chromosomes to a brief trypsin digestion prior
to Giemsa staining which elicited clear G-bands.
A wide debate ensued in the literature on what causes Giemsa
banding, ranging from differential renaturation of repetitive DNA,
differences in base composition, differences in DNA concentration,
serective disruption of chromosomal material to DNA-protein
interactions. The issue is somewhat clearer today but is still
the subject of much eurrent research. An examination of this
topic with reference to present findings and other advances is
reserved for later discussion.
This then represented the current state of affairs in the
art of band production around. the time of commencement of this
thesis. within a few years the status of heterochromatin had
changed: on the one hand an overwhelming burst of cytological
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and biochemical research was shedding new light (albeit
controversial) on the nature of chromosome bands which were
increasingly referred to as heterochromatin, whilst on the other
hand the emergence of different banding patterns using different
techniques necessitated the clarification of band location in any
one organism. Furthennore, as any banded region was being
regarded as heterochromatin, confusion arose as to the overall
structure of this portion of the genome; the implications of
each method for chromosome structure increasingty applied only
to specific banded regions.
Compounding this situatj-on was the common claim that hetero-
chromatin possessed certain characteristics based on a newly
developed. technique with no clear reference to coincidence with
the historical use of the term. Did these new banding techniques
reflect heterochromatin as shown by established techniques in any
one particurar species? rf some banded areas were "new hetero-
chromatic segrnents", what characteristics did they possess in
terms of previous definitions?
Thus the present investigation arosel to characterise the
similarities and differences of chromosome band distribution in
vicia faba after cold treatment, acid treatment, fluorescent
banding, various forms of Giemsa banding, and orcein banding (a
new technique), and to clarify these new chromosome banding
techniques with respect to previous definitions of heterochromatin.
(e) Chromosome Location of Repetitive DNA by 
-In Sitr,r
Hybridization
It was previously mentioned that Pardue and Gall revealed
differential staining of ehromosomes in the process of performing
in situ molecular hybridization. This introduced a new aspect in
the study of heterochromatin.
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The discovery of repetitive DNA sequences in the genome of
higher organisms has been ascribed to Britten and his co-workers
(1965, 1965) and stems from the detection of satellite DNA by
density gradient ultracentrifugation in the early 1950's.
Initial experi-ments with mouse DNA showed that when total DNA was
centrifuged in neutral CsCl a fraction of it differed in buoyant
density from the main band DNA (Kit, 1961, L962) . This minor
component, which in the mouse is lower in buoyant density, was
termed satellite DNA. A few years later it was shown that the
complementary strands of mouse satellite DNA reassociated rapidly
after denaturation by heat, strongly suggesting that satellite
DNA was composed of relatively short repeating polynucleotide
sequences (Britten and Waring, 1965; Britten and Kohne, 1966).
Subsequent work by Britten and Kohne (L967, 1968) on rate
of strand reassociation and repetitiveness (reassociation
kinetics) soon established that repetitive DNA was widespread in
the animal and plant kingdoms and not necessarily confined to
satellite DNA. For example, mouse satellite DNA comprises 10t
of the total genome, yet reassociation kinetics have established
that a considerable percentage of mouse DNA is repetiti-ve
possibly 309 or more (Britten and Kohne, 1968).
The capacity of denatured DNA to reassociate into duplex
molecules led directly to the technique of in situ molecular
hybridization in cytological preparations. Pardue and Gall
(1969), John, Birnstiel and Jones (1969) and Buongiorno-Nardelli
and Amaldi (1970) developed this technique independently to
indicate that ribosomal RNA hybridizes specifically and
exclusively to the DNA which codes for it (rDNA).
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The technique consists of denaturing by heat or alkali the
DNA of the cells while they still adhere to the slide. After
neutralizing, highly radioactive RNA extracted from cultured
tissues is added in solution at high concentration to the slide
when some of the labelled molecules are taken up by certain parts
of the chromosomeand nucleus. (For technical details on i.n si,tu
hybridization see reviews by Rae (I972) | Steffensen and Wimber
(L972) , and Hennig (1973) ) . Standard autoradj-ographie procedures
fol1ow to determine grain location
Pardue and GaII (Loc. cit.) and John et aL. (Loe. cit.) chose
Xenopus oocytes for their experiments because during oogenesis
these cells undergo a special replication for amplification of
rDNA. In the late pachytene nucleus, the amplified. rDNA
constitutes about 10t of the total DNA and forms a cytologically
distinct cap partially covering the chromosomes. Pardue and GaIl
(1969) further stated that "under the annealing conditions used,
only that DNA which is present in the genome in highly multiple
copies should exhibit hybridization".
Buongiorno-Nardelli and Amaldi (1970) also successfully
hybridized rRNA to nucleoli in Chinese hamster cel1s.
Further development of the method led to the use of highly
radioactive RNA transcribed zln vitz,o from extracted DNA. This
step increased the specific activity of the RNA by a factor of
10 to 100. Labelled transcription products were then hybridized
to chromosomal DNA in situ. By this method Jones (1970) and
Pardue and GaIl (1970) showed that a large fraction of mouse
satellite DNA is located near the centromeres of the metaphase
chromosomes, comparable to the distribution of C-bands.
fn situ hybridization experiments with RNA enzlrmically
prepared. from total DNA, however, revealed a labe1ling pattern
not confj.ned only to the centromeric region. For example Hennig,
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Hennig and Stein (1970) and Jones and Robertson (1970) showed
grains in the banded regions along the arms of Drosophila
chromosomes. Many studies thereafter showed that the distribution
of repetitive DNA sequences in the chromosomes of many organisms
(mainly dipteran, amphibian and mammalian tissues) coincided
crosely with heterochromatin location (see review by Rae, l-9721.
Two questions arose in relation to repetitive DNA and hetero-
chromatin: rs all heterochromatin composed of repeated DNA
seguences and are all repetitive DNA fractions expressed as hetero-
chromatin? The answer to the first quest.ion is "yes with a few
exceptions" and to the second question "no'. Studies in Dyosophila
spp. (GarL et aL." L97L), Rhgnchoseiara (Eckhardt and Gall, LgTr)
and Mierotus ag?estis (Arrighi et aL., 1920a), transcribing from
total repetitive DNA, main band DNA, or whole DNA have alI shown
chromocenters and heterochromatic regions especially enriched
with repetitive DNA. rn addition, however, right rabelting can
sometimes be observed. along the chromosome arms suggesting the
presence of repetitive DNA sequences in euchromatic regions. On
the other hand an example of heterochromatin seen not to contain
repetitive DNA is the facurtative segment on the Microtus x
chromosome.
As a result of the above findings it was thus pertinent to the
present investigation to establish the relationship between hetero-
chromatin distribution and repetitive DNA location in Vieia faba
chromosomes.
fn sttu hybridization has since been widely used in hetero-
chromatin studies and DNA sub-fraction work, particularry in the
chromosomal localization of different satellite DNA components
and ribosomal DNA subunits. The technique has also been employed
to show the site of synthesis of IRNA and histone mRNA, mainly in
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Drosophila, Xenopus and Chinese hamster cells, and of giant
nuclear RNA molecules isolated from Chi,z,onomus polytene chromo-
somes (Hennig, 1973) . In plants, however, the method has not
been exploited until very recently. Wimber et aL. (L974), for
example, have localized 55 RNA gene sites in Zea mays and Timmis,
Deumling and Ingle (1975) have shown the chromosome location of
sateltite DNA components Ln Scilla sibiriea and, Vieia faba.
Further improvements to the in si,tu hybridization technique
are contj-nuaIly being made with the intention of localizing DNA
sequences with low ord.ers of base repetition. Indeedr the method
of iodinating isolated RNA (to increase specific activity) has
led Prensky et aL. (1973) to proclaim "we should be well on our
way towards localizing individual genes in diploid chromosomes".
This aim is probably approaching realization with the more
recent technique combining scanning electron microscopy with the
use of a non-radioactive label. Manning et aL. (1975) labelled
rRNA molecules with biotin, hybridized the RNA to chromosomal
DNA, then bound polyrnethycrylate spheres selectively to the
biotin. These spheres can be seen with the S.E.M., showing the
detailed location of rDNA cistrons.
The RNA-DNA in sit.u hybridization technique, therefore, is
continually being refined. The development of the technique was
a significant advance in cytogenetical research which has
equipped experimenters with a powerful new tool to probe further




The following terms are defined for reference.
The methods were applied routinely unless otherwise stated.
(a) colchicine pretreatment: the pretreatment of root-tips,
excised from l0'day old bean seedlings, in 0.05* colchicine
for 3\ hours.
(b) fixation: the killing and fixing of root-tips in a mixture
of l:3 glacial acetic acid/methanol overnight.
(c) pectinase treatment: the treatment of root-tips with 10*
aqueous pectinase for 5 hours at 37oC. Vieia faba roots
have a tough root cap, thus pectinase treatment was
essential to achieve satisfactory chromosome spreads. The
treatment was used routinely after fixation to soften the
tissue for maceration and squashing when HCI treatment at
60oC was not included in the technique.
(d) liquid nitrogen technique: the technigue of removing a
coverslip from a slide by freezing the slide in liquid
nitrogen, prising the coverslip off with a razor blade and
dipping the slide in 100t ethanol before leaving it to air
dry.
(e) squash preparation: includes steps (a) , (b) , (c) and (d) .
(f) slides were routinely mounted in Depex.
1. Root-tip Sections.
Procedure for Stainigg Chromatin with Heidenhain's
Haematoxylin
Lateral root-tips were fixed in Navashin's fixative for
24 hours, dehydrated, then embedded in wax, sectioned (10 Um
thickness), staineil in Heidenhain's haematoxylin and mounted as
outlined by Johansen (1940).
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2. Root-tip Squashes: Preparation of Chromosomes for
Karyotyping
Lateral root-tips $rere
then stained and prepared by
technique. Coverslips were
method, the slides air dried
pretreated with colchicine, fixed,
the conventional Feulgen squash





Boxes containing 8-.day old seedlings were transferred to
chamber for 3-4 days, then excised root-tips were treated
(2) above.
4. Acid Treatment
Either (a) Pretreatment and f ixation as in (2't above,
followed by lN HCl - 45t acetic acid (1:9) treatment for 15 min
at 6OoC then Feulgen staining.
Or (b) Feulgen staining as in (2) above but $rith prolonged
maceration (30 min) in 45* acetic acid.
5. Quinacrine Mustard Fluorescence
The method of Caspersson et aL. (1968) was applied with the
following modification : fixed Lateral root-tips were treated
with pectinase prior to maceration.
6. SSC - Giemsa Banding
Squash preparations were treated with 2 x SSC* (pH 7.0) at
65oC for 20 hours, rinsed in three changes of deionized water,
air dried, then stained with Giemsa (2 mls of Gururs improved
R66 diluted 50 x with 0.lM Sorensen's buffer, pH 6.9). Slides
were monitored at regular intervals after 2 h in Giemsa stain.
*SSC 
= 0.15M sodium chloride, O015M trisodium citrate.
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7. NaOH - SSC - Giemsa Banding
The method of Arrighi and Hsu (1971b) was followed
(omitting RNase treatment). Squash preparations were treated
with 0.07N NaOH for 30 sec-2 min prior to SSC-Giemsa treatment.
8. Trypsin - Giemsa Banding
Squash preparations were treated as follows:
2 washes in 1008 ethanol, brief IN saline wash, then
treatment with a buffered trypsin solution in an ice bath for
4-7 min. The buffer composition was L.6g NaCl, 0.049 KCI,
0.4g KHzPO,+, 0.239 Na2HPOr+, 0.029 CaClz, 0.029 l{gClz.6HzOr
0.5 g trypsin (from beef pancreas-BDH), dissolved in deionized
water and made up to 200 ml (Deaven and Petersen, 1973).
The slides were then washed in 7OZr 95t and 1008 ethanol,
air dried, then placed into Giemsa stain (I'L/LO Sorensenf s
buffer, pH 6.9) and monitored at regular intervals after 5 min.
9. Urea - Giemsa Banding
The method used by Dobel, Rieger and Michaelis (1973) in
V. faba root-tip preparations was applied.
Lateral root-tips were treated with colchicine, fixed,
hydrolysed for 5 min in O.2N HCI at 6OoC, squashed and the
coverslips removed. The slides were then incubated in 6M
urea for 30 min at room temperature, immersed in Mrl15 Sorensenrs
phosphate buffer (pH 7.21 for 5 min then stained in a 2t Giemsa
solution at pH 6.8 for 8-12 min.
10. Gll Banding
Squash preparations were treated with a 2+ Giemsa solution
in 0.It Na2HPO,+.12HzO buffer adjusted to pH 11 with NaOH, and




Squash preparations were treated with 20mM phosphate
buffer, pH 6.5 at 87oC for 10 min, then stained with Giemsa
(M/LO Sorensen's buffer, pH 6.9) (Dutrillaux and Lejeune, L97L).
L2. Lacto - Aceto - Orcein (LAO) Banding
The method Kurita (1958) applied Eo ALLium spp. chromosomes
was followed.
After colchicine treatment, (Kurita used B-oxyquinoline as
an antimj-totic agent) root-tips $rere washed briefly in deionized
water, treated with IN Hcl - 458 acetic acid (1:9) for 15 min at
60oC, macerated in 24 orcej-n in glacial acetic acid - 858 lactic
acid (1:1) for 15 min then squashed.
13. Fixed LAO Banding
Root-tips were fixed after colchicine treatment then
treated as in (121 above.
14. Late-labelling Autoradiography
The procedure followed is a modification of several
techniques described by Evans (1964), Webster and Davidson
(1968) and Macleod (1968).
Beans were germinated in sawdust and the young seedlings
suspended by perspex plates in an aerated water bath at 22oC.
(a) fn Tiao Labelling of DNA
The roots of seedlings were immersed in a 100 ml beaker of
3n-thymidine solution (3.3 UCrzml) for 30 min. During this
"pulse", 3H-thymidine is incorporated into replicating DNA.
The seedlings were then rinsed thoroughly in deionized
water and transferred back to the water bath for a "chase" period.
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Some lateral roots were excised j-mmediately, pretreated with
colchicine for 2 hours and fixed. This process was repeated at
20 min intervals.
(b) Staining of Roots
Root-tips were stained and prepared by the Feulgen squash
technique. Coverslips werre removed and the slides air dried.
(c) Autoradiography
The slid.es were dipped in llford L4 nuclear emulsion
(diluted with deionized water 1:1) by standard procedures and
exposed for 3-5 weeks. The autoradiographs were developed with
Microphen for 5 min, fixed, washed in several changes of
deionized water, air d.ried and mounted.
15. 
-fn Sitrz Molecular Hybridization
(a) Isolation of DNA
Whole DNA was extracted from bean seedlings according to
the method. of Marmur (1961). For final purification the DNA
was pelleted by preparative centrifugation for 4 h at 200,000
x g. The pe11et was dissolved in 0.1 x SSC. Several samples
were tested for purity by el-ectrophoresis on polyacrylamide gels.
(b) DNA Transcription
The method of transcribing highly radioactive RNA
complementary to DNA was essentially that described by Pardue,
Gerbi, Eckhardt and. GaIl (1970).
The reaction was carried out in I ml of buffer containing
8 units of E. eoli RNA polymerase enzyme, l0 Ug of whole DNA,
and 100 pC each of ATP-3H ([2-3H] adenosine triphosphate, !6.4
C/mM), CTP-3H ([5-3H] cytidine triphosphate, 23 C,/mM), eTP-3H
([8-3H] guanosine triphosphate, 10.5 c/mM) and UTP-3H ([S-3n]
uridine triphosphate, 23 C/mM). The buffer composition was
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0.04M Tris pH 7.9, 0.15M KCl, 0.0046M M9CL2, 0.002M MnCI2,
7
7 x 10-"M EDTA, and 0.0058M mercaptoethanol. The reaction
mixture was incubated, for lL h at 37oC. 10 pl samples were taken
for analysis after 0 min, 15 min, 30 rnin, 50 min, 90 min (see
App. Ia).
After lt n incubation, 3 mI of 0.04M Tris pH 7.8, containing
80 U9 of DNase-l (Sigma, RNase-free) and 1.0 mg of E. eoLi rRNA
was added and the mixture held at room temperature for 20 min.
0.4 ml of lot (w/v) SLStand 4 mI of Kirby's phenol:cresol mixture
were then added, shaken for 10 min and centrifuged at 3,000 rpm
for 5 min. The reaction mixture was then loaded onto a Sephadex
G-50 column. The column was eluted with I0mM Tris pH 7.4 buffer
solution and 50 pI samples from each 6 ml fraction were measured
spectrophotometrically and by liquid scintillation (App. Ib).
Those fractions containing high M.W. ethanol,/ether precipitable
counts were pooled (i.e. fract,ions 8, 9 and 10).
After adjusting the NaCI concentration to 0.5M the pooled
product was precipitated with 2 volumes of 958 ethanol at 
-2OoC
overnight. The precipitate was centrifuged (8,000 rpm for 15 min)
rinsed with 80t ethanol and the pellet dissolved in I.5 ml 0.1 x
SSC. Several 10 pl samples were taken for analysis (see App. Ic).
Approximately I Ug of complementary polynucleotide (cRNA) was
produced; specific activity about 2 x 10t cpm/ug. r'or hybrid-
ization the cRNA was precipitated, centrifuged, dissolved in
0.4 mI 0.1 x SSC then adjusted to a 0.5 ml sol-ution of 0.5M sodium
chloride, 0.06M sodium citrate to which 0.5 mI of formamide was
add.ed.
(c) Preparation of Root-tip Chromosomes
Lateral root-tips were pretreated with colchicine and fixed
for t h. They were then treated with pectinase, macerated in a
drop of 458 acetic acid and squashed on microscope slides which
r 
s[$ ' s"*..^ le.rryf s"lgho,te
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previously had been sonicated and acid-washed. Coverslips were
removed by the liquid nitrogen method and the slides air drj-ed.
100 Ul of RNase solution (100 uglml pH 5.0, preheated at
g0oC for 10 min during preparation) was placed on the tissue of
each slide and covered with a coverslip. The slides were placed
into moist chambers (as described by Gall and Pardue, L971-) and
held at 40oC for I h. They were then rinsed twice with 2 x SSC,
passed through 70* ethanol and 95? ethanol and air dried.
(d) Hybrid Formation
The method of hybridizing RNA to DNA zn situ was essentially
that deseribed in detail by Gal1 and Pardue (1971).
Modifications were made to the method of denaturation as
NaOH treatment results in gross distortion of the V. faba
chromosomes, and to incubation time and temperature according to
the findings of Moar, Purdom and Jones (1975).
Chromosomal DNA was denatured by immersing the prepared
slides in 0.1 x SSC at IOOoC for 3 min. The slides were then
plunged into cold 0.1 x SSC, rinsed. in 708 ethanol, 1008 ethanol
and air dried. Test slides were stained with methyl green,/pyronin
to indicate satisfactory denaturation.
10 ml of salt solution used to dissolve the cRNA was placed
into each of several plastic petri dj-shes. These dishes, which
served as moist chambers during the incubation period, $rere
placed in an oven at 50oC for t h preceding hybridization.
50 UI of cRNA solution was pJ.aced on the tissue of each
slide and covered with an acid-washed coverslip. Each slide was
placed into an equilibrated petri dish, incubated at 6OoC for
I h, then transferred to a 4OoC oven for another three hours.
After incubation each slide was washed three times in 2 x SSC
and air dried. 200
preheated as before
of RNase solution (20 pg,/rnl pH 5.0,




and covered with a coverslip. The slides were held in moist
chambers as above at room temperature for I h, rinsed three times
with 2 x SSC then with deionized water.
Parallel competition experiments included a SO-fold excess
of unlabelled denatured 7. faba DNA over rad.ioactive cRNA during
the hybridization step.
(e) Autoradiography and Staining of Chromosomes
Autoradiographs were prepared by standard procedures with an
exposure time of 3-5 weeks.
The slides were immersed in Snowrs (1963) alcoholic carmine
for 20 min, rinsed in deionized water, air dried and mounted.
(f) Analysis of Grain Location
(1) 401{ chromosomes were randomly selected for grain
counting with one proviso: that the chromosome arms were non-
overlapping.
(21 The analysis was conducted on the assumption that the
emission of $-particles from all regions of the M chromosome had
an equal chance of reaching the emulsion.
(3) Each llt chromosome was divided into 10 regions in the
following manners
(i) Each arm, and not total chromosorne length, was sub-
divided to minimise difficulties associated with
differential contraction.
(ii) The arms were sub-divided in a "morphologically
meaningful" way, i.e. with consideration for possible
grain localization around the centromere, secondary
constriction or certain intercalary regions.
(iii) To satisfy (ii) and obtain as near to equal-sized
sections for statistical purposes, the satellite was
divided into two, the M2 arm from centromere to
secondary constriction into three, and the I,l1 arm
into five (Tab1e 2, p. 40).
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(iv) Counts were from photographs taken at high
magnification (100 x oil immersion lens) and
divisions made with vernier calipers.
(4) Sub-division of the M chromosome in a biologically
meaningful manner, however, imposed limitations on the validity
of statistical tests:
(i) An analysis of variance was not reconmended by
reason of the sma11 numbers in each category
(Armstrong, pers. comm. ) .
(ii) Differential contraction of the chromosome arms
would result in small size differences between the
chromosome regions. The pooled data, therefore, are
a close but not a strict representation of ten equal-
sized regions along the !l chromosome. For this reason
the statistical analysis (X' test for random grain
location) and histogram rArere used only as useful
guides. The significant probability was taken as 5*.
16. DNA Reassociation Kinetics
Sonicated DNA (length 500 nucleotides) was denatured by
boiling for 10 min, and incubated at SOoC in 0.12M phosphate
buffer (PB). At various intervals 50 pg samples were passed
over a hydroxyapatite column at 6OoC. After the loading of each
sample the column was eluted once with 2 .5 ml of 0.l-5M PB and
twice with 2.5 ml of 0.3U PB then re-equilibrated with 0.12M
PB. The DNA concentration during the reassociation reaction
was I mg,/ml. The absorbancy of each fraction was measured at
260 nm and 320 nm.
A reassociation (Cot) curve was constructed from these data.
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L7 . Summary of ltlodification and Development of Methods
Although the above banding techniques were pioneered by
other workers, in nearly every case the method. was modified by
the present author to suit Vicia faba material. In some cases
considerable experimentation was involved before satisfactory
banding was achieved and severar recipes were abandoned. This
was especially so for Giemsa banding.
Those techniques which required modification and development
in the present study were: cold treatment (to a minor degree;
more H-segrments were seen upon reducing colchicine pretreatment
time); acid treatment, which the author d.eveloped (independently
from Takehisa, r973) upon observing achromatic bands in sguash
preparations subjected to prolonged maceration ; SSC-Giemsa
banding (this technique entailed much experimentation with varying
solution concentrations, pH, and times of treatment. The present
procedure was developed prior to published reports of Giemsa
banding in V. fabal r trypsin banding (Deaven and petersen's
(1973) recipe required changes in treatment times); the prepar-
ation of chromosomes for in situ hybridization, especially in
achieving denaturation of DNA wj-thout degrading the chromosomes.
rn this respect heat denaturation was preferable to NaoH
denaturation,
An incidental but important discovery in the present study
was the sensitivity of v. faba chromosomes to alkaline pH.
Treatment with any sorution with a pH >7.2 resulted in rapid
degradation of the chromosomes. rndeed in the handring of v.
faba chromosomes, whether it be for chromosome banding or the
lengthy preparation for in situ hybridization, pH values were
not permitted to exceed 7.2 (except where specifically stated as
in the GlI method),
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RESULTS
I. The Tiezia faba "Coles Early Dwarf" Karyotype
Table l,(shows the conmon classifications used for V. faba
chromosomes. The present study adopts the nomenclature of Evans
(1961).
The diploid complement consisLs of twelve chromosomes (F'ig.l):
one pair of easily distinguishable metacentric (ir{) chromosomes is
approximately twice the length of each of five pairs of sub-
telocentric (S) chromosomes. Evans classified the S chromosomes
as a to e based on centromere position and differing total
lengths (Fig. 2).
Fig. 3 is a karyogram of Fig. 1. The arms of each M
chromosome differ both in length and in morphology. The M2 arm
has a secondary constriction at the nucleolar organizer region
and bears a prominent satellite. Of the S chromosomes only the
Sd pair is readily distinguishable from the others because of
its very small short arm (Figs, 1 and 3). The other S pairs
cannot be reliably distinguished because of their simj-lar total
lengths and arm ratios.
Chromosome recognition has been reviewed by Sybenga (1959),
Patau (1960), Sasaki (1961) and Bentzer et aL. (197L). These
investigations have emphasized the need for caution when
identifying chromosomes of similar size and morphology. Different-
ial chromosome contraction and differing cytological techniques
result in variations in arm ratios and overall chromosome lengths
(as is well illustrated by the M chromosomes in Fig. 3) leading
to possible nisidentifications.
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To overcome ambiguity in identifying V. faba chromosomes,
Michaelis and Rieger (1971) have used new, more easily
classifiable karyotypes, brought about by induced mutations.
They show a secondary constriction i-n the short arm of chromosome
fI (- Sa). In the present studyr a'rl achromatic region at this
position was detected only after prolonged maceration, special
acid treatment, or after cold treatment (Figs. 18, 48 and 13).
In standard Feulgen preparations sometimes an achromatic
band^ is found in the MI arm close to the eentromere (Fig. 18).
Fig. 1 in Michaelis and Rieger (1971) shows this same band c1early.
Less frequent j-s the appearance of two adjacent achromatic bands
close to the centromere on the M2 arm. The appearance of these
M bands along with the band in the small arm of an S chromosome
pair (possibly Sa) was later found to be associated with the
length of time the root-tips are macerated in 45* acetic acid
(see p. 32). This may account for some of the differences
between various published V. faba karyotypes.
Fixed, squashed but unstained chromosomes seen under phase
contrast microscopy usually appear uniformly dense (Fig. 4a).
Highly contracted chromosomes, however, often have phase dense
areas at the chromosome ends and flanking the centromeres (fig.4b).
These areas, which probably reflect differential contraction, are
not apparent after Feulgen staining.
In suunary, only one chromosome pair of the diploid set of
twelve can be recognised unequivocally and consistently (the M
chromosomes). The distinctness of the large metacentrics assumes
greater importance when some preparations are subjected to harsh
treatment, as in the present study, after which these trpo
chromosomes are generally the only identifiable pair. Consequently
this thesis is weighted towards studying the M chromosome,
although any clear information manifesteil by the S chromosomes is
documented.
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In interphase nuclei of both meristematic and differentiated
cerls of root-tips, heterochromatin is seen as darkly staining,
roughly circular chromocenters (Figs. 5a-e and 6a, b) , ranging
from 4-t4 with an average of 8-9 in nurnber; and 0.5-3 t.rm in
diameter (data from 50 cellsr Fig. 7').
Measurements of chromocenters did not offer evidence in
support of an inverse correlation between number and size that
might suggest heterochromatic fusions.
The chromocenters are often polarized. suggesting they are
rocarized at the centromeres (or ends) of chromosomes, the
polarization being a consequence of chromosome movement in the
preceding anaphase.
One or two compact chromocenters can usually be seen closely
associated with the nucreorus. This is judged to be hetero-
chromatin associated with the nucleolus organizing regions (see 
-
again p. 83) .
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III. Banding on c-Metaphase Chromosomes
1. Cold Treatment Bands
Cold treatment induces negative bands although these vary
in clarity. The l,l chromosome shows a distinct band on each arm
close to the centromere (Figs. 8 and 51a), as has been documented
by others (fig. 15a-d). These two bands are designated ML/I and
yrz/L.
Uneguivocal identification of the centromere lvas sometimes
difficult as it often resembles a negative band. Positive
identification was possible, however, in non-colchicine cold-
treated anaphase complements in which the centromeres are pulled
polewards whilst the true negative bands are seen on the stretched
chromosome arms (Fig. 9).
CoId bands on S chromosomes are less conspicuous and their
distribution more variable (Fig. 10).
The degree of chromosome contraction is crucial to manifest-
ation of cold bands, especially on the S chromosomes. Difficulty
was encountered initially in revealing bands by cold treatment
(as testified by Caspersson et aL., 1968, 1969a) , but a reduetion
of colchicine treatment from 3L hours to only 2 hours, greatly
enhanced the appearance of cold bands. The shorter colchicine
treatment resulted in a higher frequency of less contracted
complements which showed more negative bands. In maximally
contracted chromosomes only the single mid-bands on some S
chromosomes (Fig. L2, probably La Courrs (1951) X segments) and
the M chromosome centromeric bands are prominent. In less
contracted complements many alternating light and dark cross-
bands occur along the length of most chromosomes (Figs. 10 and
1I), reminiscent of the complex Giemsa-banded pattern seen in
chromosomes of some animal species. It is questionable whether
some of these bands are induced by cold or are the result of
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natural coiling patterns. similar "bands" are seen at mid-
prophase in standard Feulgen preparations.
The present studies agree with previously published reports
on the position of the centromeric negative bands on the M
chromosome, arthough the small intercalary band on the M1 arm
identified by Evans and Bigger (1961) (Fig. 15b) ancl perhaps
visible in Grant and Heslotrs (1966) photograph (Fig. 15a) was
not seen.
cord treatment often revealed a band in the short arm of
two S chromosomes (fig. f3) which was not found after standard
Feulgen treatment without prolonged maceration. Michaelis and
Rieger (1971) regard this band as part of the normal karyotype.
Frequently, after cold treatment, distinct positively-
stained swellings are seen mid.way along many S chromosomes (Fig.12).
Similar structures produced in response to cold have been reported
recently in V. faba chromosomes by Takehisa (1976).
Preparations were examined under phase contrast microseopy
for bands after each step in the cold and standard. teehnigues:
(i) rn unfixed squashes, chromosomes are greatly distorted
and unsuitable for study.
(ii) Fixed root-tips grown at room temperature show
chromosomes usuarly with uni-form density (exceptions
as in Fig. 4b).
(iii) Fixed cold-treated root-tips consistently show the
M1 and M2 bands (Fig. L4a, b).
2. Acid Treatment Bancls
Acid treatment reveals three clear negative bands on the
M chromosome, two corresponding in position to those revealed by
cold treatment, the third (vI2/z) arising on the M2 arm crose to
the centromere (Figs. 16, L7 and 51b).
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After standard Feulgen staining, prolonged maceration
(>30 min) of root-tips in 45t acetic acid will also induce the
appearance of band ML/L (Fig. 18) and occasionally Mz/L and M2/2.
These bands (ML/L, Ylz/L and, M2/2) are equivalent to bands
I, 2 and 3 respectivelyr ds classified by Takehisa (1973)
The S chromosomes do not show negative banding after
treatment but for an achromatic band in the short arm of
chromosomes (Sa?) (Fig. 18).
acid
two
3. Quinacrine Mustard Fluorescence
This technique consistently reveals one band on the Ml arm,
(M1,/1) much brighter than the rest, and two (M2/L, yI2/2) close
together on the M2 arm (Fig. 19). Occasionally an indistinct
band (M2/3) is produced just distal to N12/I (Figs. 20, 21 and
5Ic) .
Differential fluorescence appears to be absent from inter-
calary regions, although a stight increase in fluorescence is
often found close to the centromere on the long arms of some S
chromosomes (Figs. 19 anCl 20).
4. Giemsa Banding
AIl techniques used to induce Giemsa banding (pp. 17, 18, 19)
cause the chromosomes to swell and their outlines become
indistinct. Simultaneously, specific regions of the chromosome
arms become differentially stained. Published reports on Giemsa
banding in V. faba show varying patterns for both M and S
chromosomes (Fig. 42a-f) .
(a) SSC-Giemsa Banding
lhis technique vras the most reliable method for showing
Giemsa bands. Darkly stained regions are seen around the M
chromosome centromeres (Figs. 22, 23 and 51d)i one band is
prominent on the M1 side of the centromere (Uf711, whilst on the
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M2 arm three neighbouring segments (Mz/L, M2/2 and M2/3) can be
resolved although in most cases bands Mz/L and, Nt2/3 merge to
form one larger band (wider bar in Fig. 22') .
fig. 24 shows the M centromeres differentially stained (see
again p. 34).
The S chromosomes show a complex banding pattern. Fig. 23
is an attempt to group the five pairs of S chromosomes according
to their band distributions. This karyogram was constructed from
rig. 22 but the author emphasizes that the recognition of five
different types within the S chromosomes comes from the observatio:
of several banded complements.
The rnost easily recognised S chromosome displays a single
narrow band mj-dway along the length of its long arm (Figs. 22 and
23) .
Since the remaining S chromosomes possess bands in similar
positions (in the proximal half of the long arm), the pairs
cannot be easily distinguished from each other. Thus classific-
ation of these chromosomes relies on number and size of cross-
bands rather than on their position. In favourable preparations
a second pair of S chromosomes can be distinguished showing one
broad mid-band with an adjacent narrower proximal band (Figs. zz,
23, more clear in rig . 24') .
fivo further chromosome pairs have almost identical patterns
with two equal-sized cross-bands close together midway along the
long arms (FLgs. 22 and 23).
The remaining chromosome pair may show an intricate series
of three or four adjacent bands which are partially distinguish-
able (see rig. 31 from a trypsin-treated preparation, not clearly
visible in Fig. 23).
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In addition to j-ntercalary bands all S chromosomes display,
to varying degrees, differential staining adjacent to and on the
Iong arm side of their centromeres (Figs. 22 and 23).
After SSC-Giemsa treatment, the chromocenters of interphase
nuclei appear to be more numerous (Fig. 25i ef. Figs. 5 and 6) .
(b) Sequential Analysis of SSC-Giemsa Banding
Chromosomes were examined by phase contrast and bright field
microscopy after (i) the fixation, and (ii) the SSC steps of the
overall Giemsa banding procedure (p. 17).
Preparations examined after SSC treatment were subsequently
observed again after Giemsa staining.
(i) Fixation
Directly after fixation, squashed c-metaphase
chromosomes show no differentiation of light or
dense regions along the chromosome arms.
(ii) rixation,/SSC
After treatment most chromosomes show two positive
dots at the centromere, one on each sister chromatid
(Figs. 26a, 27a and 51d) . Different techniques
applied to other organisms reveal similar dots termed
C-dots (Eiberg, L974).
Phase-lucent cross-bands appear in certain positions
along many chromosome arms. For example, the M
chromosome in Fig. 28a shows one phase-lucent band
on the MI arm close to the centromere and two similar
bands on the M2 arm.
(iii) Fixation/SSC/Giemsa
The phase-lucent bands evident after SSC treatment
stain positively by Giemsa (Fiqs. 2ga, b and 29a, b).
The centromere regions, presumably the centromeric
dots, can be seen after SSC-Giemsa staining (fig. 24)
but these are revealed more consistently by the GlI
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method (p. 18) (Figs. 41 and 51f ).
(c) Trypsin-Giemsa Banding
Chromosomes stained after 1-2 min trypsin treatment appear
swollen and slightly understained with suggestions of bands
(Fig. 30) .
After 4-7 min trypsin treatment there is a considerable
decrease in chromosome stainability with a corresponding
differentiation of bands (rigs. 31, 32 and 5le). There is very
littl-e increase in stain intensity of the latter. Concomitant
with decrease in chromosome stainability is the appearance of an
amorphous "ghost" around the boundary of each chromosome (Figs.31,
32 and 33), which is not seen around chromosomes which retain
their stain (rig. 34) .
Ghosting is mostly absent in banded regions; this is
particularly seen in one of the S chromosomes (Figs. 35 and 36).
Coalescence of ghosting around bands tends to mask this feature
as in Figs. 31 and 32.
In advanced stages of trypsin digestion (>7 min) individual
chromosorl€sr along with their bands, are so faint they are barely
discernible.
(d) Urea-Giemsa Banding
Duplication of the urea method (p. 18) of Dobel, Rieger and
Michaelis (f973) confirmed their results in part. In the present
study two M2 bands (M2/L, M2/2) are shown (Fig. 37) although these
are less distinct than those in Fig. 42a.
More distinctly and consistently, two bands are seen, one
on either side and directly adjacent to the centromere (Figs. 38
and 519). These have been designated ML/Z and ti2/4. Band Ml/L,
consistently revealed by the ssc-Giemsa technique was not seen
clearly in the present study by the urea-Giemsa method, although
Dobel et aL, reported the presence of this band in 108 of cases.
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Another two distinct narrow bands are also consistently seen,
one on either side of the secondary constriction (F'igs. 38 and
39).
(e) Additional Methods Employed in Giemsa Banding
Several other methods reported to induce Giemsa bands were
applied in this study, but none elicited clear, reproducible
banding. The Arrighi-Hsu technique: NaOH-SSC-Giemsa (employed
by Takehisa and Utsumi, L973) gave poor results. In most cases
even a 5-10 sec wash with 0.01I{ NaOH resulted in gross distortion
and degradation of the chromosomes.
Dutrillaux and Lejeuners (1971) reverse banding technique
(p. 19) resulted in a suggestion of negative bands around the Ivl
centromeres and along the arms of some S chromosomes (Fig. 40).
Omission of RNase treatment from Arrighi and Hsurs (1971b)
original publication is not held to affect the production of bands
Rilcrc
and/is now routinely omitted from methods of NaOH-SSC-GiemsaA
banding.
5. Lacto-Aceto-Orcein (LAO) Bandj-ng
Kuritars (1958) LAO method (p. 19) produces distorted.
chromosomes. In clear spreads, however, a new and distinctive
pattern of chromosome banding is seen on the M chromosome
(Figs. 43, 44 and 51h). Three negative bands, consistent with
acid treatment, occur around the centromere, and in contrast a
positively-stained band is present on either side of, and
directly adjacent to the secondary constriction. As is commonly
the case the length of !.he secondary constriction varies such
that the flanking bands merge; fndeed the two band.s are mostly
seen as one band (the NOR band) (Fig. 45). The rest of the
chromatin is lightly stained.
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Phase contrast mi-croscopy indicates that this banding
pattern is produced prior to staining zi.e. after 50oC acid
hyd.rolysis (Fig. 46). At this stage all chromosome arms are
faint but the lll chromosome has a distinct NOR Band. Subsequent
orcein staining reveal-s a general reduction in stain intensity
compared to standard fixed/orcein stained chromosomes (see below),
while the NOR band is stained normally and hence is obvious.
The faintly stained interphase nuclei each contain two
conspicuous chromocenters in contact with the nucleolus (l'ig.47a,
b).
S chromosomes show no clear differential banding (positive
or negative) with this technique.
(i) LAO technique applied to fixed root-tips
Standard fixed root-tips show the M chromosome with the
three negative centromeric bands, more apparent as a result of
the strong contrast with the now darkly-stained chromosome arms
(Figs. 48 and 51i) (cf. acid treatment p. 3I). The NOR band is
indistinguishable by phase contrast microscopy in preparations
of these root-tips prior to staining (Fig. 49).
A negative band can be seen in the short arm of two S
chromosomes (Fig. 48). The long arms of the S chromosomes,
however, show no differential banding. Interphase nuclei, unlike
"unfixed" preparations, show chromocenters as in standard
preparations.
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IV. Temporal Replication of Heterochromatin DNA
The first labelled cells seen at metaphase following a 30
min pulse show some chromosomes with grains distributed over
much of their length. In a large proportion of these cel1s
(fixed between 4 and 6 hours after treatment and hence in the
last 2 h of S at the time of exposure (Webster and Davidson,
1968; Macleod, 1968)) label is located mainry at regions adjacent
to and on either side of the centromere in the M chromosomes and
to bands in the mid-regions of the S chromosomes (Fig. 52).
Light labelling occurs in the proxirnal region of a few S
chromosomes. This pattern of late-labelIingr is in agreement
with the results of Evans (1964) and Woodard, Rasch and Swift
(1961). Certain interphase nuclei contain localized label with
the grains concentrated over chromocenters (Fig. 53).
In root-tips fixed after a 9-11 h chase, labelled regions
were in early S phase at the time of treatment (Webster and
Davidson, 1968; Macleod, 1968) . Ivlost c-metaphases show
labelIing in the d.istal regions of the M chromosomes and in the
short arms or distal regions of the long arms of the S chromosomes
(rig. 54). The pattern is essentially the converse of late-
labelled autoradiographs. Although the entire S phase was
monitored, the time of replication of the NOR and,/or associated
heterochromatin could not be determined uneguivocally. After a
9-11 h chase, however, laber is distributed along the satellite
and M2 arm and may include NOR and associated heterochromatin
labelling. No convincing localization of label was seen around
the M secondary constriction after labelling of cells in mid and
late S.
The discovery late in this study of exclusive nucleolus-
associated DNA 1abel1ing in interphase nuclei (Fig. 55) lras
followed by repeat pulse,/chase experiments (to determine time of
replication) but no exclusive NOR labelling was s'een in any
c-metaphase chromosomes .
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V. fn Situ Hybrj-djzaLLon
Tritium-Iabelled RNA transcribed from 7. faba total DNA was
hybridized successfully to chromosomal DNA zn si,tu. The following
features of the reaction indicateCl that true hybrid molecules
were formed. (I) Tests conducted on the transcription product
(see app. Ia-c) showed that bona fide high molecular weight RNA
had been prepared. (Z) The complex of RNA with the chromosomes
and nuclei was stable with RNase treatment. (3) The reaction was
competed by unlabelled denatured V. faba DNA but was unaffected
by heterologous E. eoli RNA.
Autoradiographs of hybridization preparations show silver
grains along the chromosome arms (Figs. 56, 57 and 58). Grains
are distributed over the entire length of the lvl chromosome
although there is a reduction or absence of grains around the
M centromeres in Fig. 57 whilst Fig. 58 shows an absence of
grains at either M chromosome end. A histogram (Fig. 59) compiled
from grain counts of 40Iv1 chromosomes (Table 2) , indeed shows more
grains at the intercalary regions (including the secondary
constriction) than around the centromeres and chromosome ends.
A Xt test on the total regional grain counts (with limitations
as mentioned p. 24') supports a heterogeneous distribution of
grains (Table 2i X: = 183.24, 0.05 >p) .
Grain location along different S chromosomes is varied. In
any one complement most S chromosomes show grains along their
entire length although in some there is a strong suggestion that
label is reduced or absent at the chromosome ends and in some
proximal regions (Figs. 56,57 and 58). fig. 58 also shows in
contrast, two S chromosomes (which may represent an homologous
pair) with label localized atr or toward.s, the chromosome ends;
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The use of cold treatment as a cytological tool may be
regarded as the first method to establish reliably the position
of heterochromatin along the arms of plant metaphase chromosomes.
Experiments in ?rilLium and, Paris (Darlington and La Cour, 1938,
1940) adequately confirmed the location on chromosomes of
heterochromatin previously detected in interphase nuclei.
In the present study, the position of heterochromatic
segments in the M chromosome shown by cold treatment compares
favourably with the results of other investigators, although in
the diagram published by Evans and Bigger (1961) (rig. 15b) an
additional Ml intercalary band is shown, This band is also
suggested in the photograph of Grant and Heslot (1966) (Fig. 15a).
The most significant point arising from the cold treatment
study is the non-appearance of the M2 centromeric band M2/2.
This band is seen quite clearly, however, following acid treatment
(a comparison also noted by Takehisa, 1973) and by nearly all
other techniques used to reveal chromosome bands. Band M2/2 is
distinguished from the other M centromeric bands by a difference
in structure or behaviour as revealed by cold treatment. The
mechanism underlying the production of negative bands in
chromosomes by cold treatment is still not understood (Takehisa et
aL., L976) so the differences of expression of the H-segments
cannot be interpreted in precise terms.
The state of contraction of the chromosomes was seen to
influence the appearance of cold bands (p. 30). This feature may
account for the varied band.ing patterns seen within the S
chromosomes not only in this study but also between all four
published accounts of H-segment distribution in V. faba (F.ig.15a-d).
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Furttremor"e, it is not pos'sible to categorize tbe S chromosones
when they ehpor the greates-t ntrsber of n,egative band,s as the
chrornosotues at thi,e stage are in an extended state, It is
si.gmifieant, horg,syea, ttrat the posi.tion of the more pr.oniuent
H-se,gnrents in ttre S' chromosones detected by aIJ,, J.nv,estigators,
is conf,lned mostly to the inLercaLarl'regions.
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II. Temporal Replicatj-on of DNA
Tt has been known for more than a decade that DNA
replication in V. faba occurs in two waves, being either early
or late in S phase, with only a meagre amount of replication
during the middle of S. Late replication during S is also a
conmon feature of heterochromatin in most organisms, including
V. faba (Woodard, Rasch and Swift, 1961; Evans, 1964).
Late-labelling DNA is found around the M centromeres and i-n
the intercalary regions of the S chromosomes (Fig. 52). These
results support those of Evans (1964) and others in showing that
heterochromatin, defined as those chromosome regions detected as
negative bands in response to cold, is late-replicating. Further-
more, the DNA of an add.itional band (M2/2) not revealed by cold
treatment, but located close to the M centromere most like1y
replicates late. The time of replication of the achromatic band
in the short arm of two S chromosomes is difficult to judge but
the presence of grains in the short arm of one or two S chromosomes
may indicate that the DNA of this band replicates in late S.
NOR heterochromatin, however, d.oes not replicate 1ate.
Indications are that the DNA of this portion of heterochromatin
replicates in the first half of S along with euchromatin. This
difference in the timing of DNA synthesis is of note sincer irS
the present study shows, NOR heterochromatin is also known to
possess different properties as revealed by the lacto-aceto-
orcein technigue. Thus there are significant differences between
NOR heterochromatin and M centromeric heterochromatin, both in
the timing of DNA replication and in certain presumably structural
features.
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1. Base Content of Early and Late Replicating DNA
A nurnber of pulse-labe1ling experiments using synchronized.
cultures of mammalian cells (human, mouse, chinese hamster and
rabbit) and subsequent iletermination of DNA base composition by
ultracentrifugation (Bostock and prescott, I97La, b, c; Flamm,
Bernheim and Brubaker, r97ri robia et aL., L97o) have clearly
shown that early replicating DNA is relatively GC-rich and late-
replicating DNA is relatively AT-rich. The inference is drawn
that DNA of heterochromatin (which is largety late-repJ-icating)
is relatively AT-rich, whilst the DNA of euchromatin is relatively
GC-rich. Indeed, evidence that AT-richness may be a characteristlc
feature of heterochromatic DNA comes from the study of DNA from
highly purified mouse heterochromatin which has a significantly
decreased buoyant density (is more AT-rich) (Mattoccia and Comings,
197I). There are exceptions to the rule, however, as for example,
quail DNA which has a prominent GC-rich heavy shoulder component
enriched in the heterochromatin fraction (isolated by centrifug-
ation) and in the quail much of the heterochromatin is restricted
to the late-replicating microchromosomes (Comings and Mattoccia,
t972) ,
Another exception is in Chinese hamster cells where the very
earliest DNA to replicate is relatively AT-rich. This is
followed by earry replicating euchromatin which is GC-rich and
late-replicating AT-rich heterochromatin (Comings, L972bl. As
yet there is no cytological information linking this very earry
replicating DNA fraction with heterochromatin and the author is
not aware of any research relating temporal studies with the base
composition of DNA in V. faba.
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IfI. Fluorescent Banding with Quinacrine Mustard
Quinacrine mustard dihydrochloride (OM) is a very potent
fluorescent agent which selectively binds with particular
chromosome regions, thus giving a banded appearance to the
chromosomes.
The distribution pattern of the fluorescent bands seen in
the I"t chromosomes in the present study is in agreement with the
results of Caspersson et aL. (1968) and Vosa (1970). The
observed bands coincide in part with the H-segments revealed by
cold treatment but correspond even more closely with the bands
seen following acid treatment (ML/I, M2/l and, M2/2 see Fig. 51a,
b, c). The QM technique also revealed a third more distal band
(yl2/31 which although not prominent indicates the presence of an
additional band not seen with previous methods.
The presence of fluorescent bands adjacent to the centromere
on the long arm of some S chromosomes but no intercalary bands, is
also in agreement with the results of Caspersson af, aL. (1968).
In a later publication, however, Caspersson ef, aL. (1969a) show
two S chromosomes each with a single bright intercalary band on
their long arms and another two or more S chromosorres with
indistinct banding in the sErme position.
The distribution of QM bands around the M centromere and in
the intercalary and proximal regions of some S chromosomes
coincides with those chromosome regions which replicate'in late
S. Studies in human chromosomes by Ganner and Evans (1971) anil
Calderon and Schnedl (1973) have similarly established a
correlation between the distribution of Q-bands and late-replicat-
ing regions, although the latter investigators noted that the
bright Y chromosome band does not replicate late.
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1. Role of Base Content in QM Banding
In an attempt to explain fluorescent banding Caspersson et
aL. (1968) suggested the observed patterns depend on variations
in the guanine content of the DNA in different areas of the
chromosome. Several lines of evidence from recent studies suggest
that although quinacrine mustard may bind to the guanine moj-ety
(Adkisson, Perrault and Gay, L97Ll, changes in GC composition are
of minor importance in producing the observed fluorescent banding.
Although quinacrine mustard contains an alkylating group, which
is thought to react with the N7 atom of guanine, guinacrine
dihydrochloride, which lacks the alkylating group, produces the
sanne basic banding patternsr 
€ts do other widely varying
fluorescent agents e.g. ethidium bromide and acriflavine used in
some plant tissues.
A number of experiments by Seland.er and de la Chapelle (1973)
have shown that tbe various nucleic acid polymers in solution
affect the intensity of the fluorescence of quinacrine and
quinacrine mustardi in all, these workers interpret their data
as ind.icating that the fluorescence of the dyes in solution is
more intense with AT-rich than GC-rich DNA. A similar conclusion
had been reached previously from cytological experiments by
Ellison and Barr (L972) who, using the dipteran Samoaia Leonensis,
compared. metaphase figures following continuous labelling with
either 3tt-thymidine or 3n-deoxycytidine. Labelling with 3H-
thymidine showed that the intensely-fluorescent areas contain
late-repricating DNA. rnterestingly, these areas show little or
no incorporation of 3H-deoxycytidine. Thus these workers
concluded that the intensely-fluorescent chromosome regions are
characterized chemically by an extremely high, if not exclusive,
adenine and thymine content.
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The AT-richness of QM fluorescent areas has also been shown
j-n recent biochemical and immunological experiments by Schreck
et aL. (1973). In their studies, antinucleoside antibodies
Iabelled with fluorescein are used to locate regions rich in
particular bases. The fluorescein-bright areas rich with anti-A
were found to correspond closely with the Qlvl-bright regions aI-ong
the chromosomes.
Further evidence for the involvement of AT-rich regions in
quinacrine banding comes from a study of chromosomal DNA which
has been sequentially denatured by heat with the addition of
fornraldehyde (prevents reassociation) and staj-ned in situ with
acridine orange (de Ia Chapelle et aL., L97L, L973a, b). Strongly
fluorescent QM bands denature at a lower temperature than less
intensely fluorescent bands; and since AT-rich DNA denatures
before GC-rich DNA, AT-richness and bright fluorescence following
quinacrine mustard treatment can be coincidently linked.
There is also good correlation between QM fluorescence and
late-replicating DNA (Ganner and Evans, 1971), which studies in
many organisms show to be AT-rich rather than GC-rich.
The logical inference from alL these data is that differential
fluorescence of chromosomes in situ is due to differences in the
base content of the chromosomal DNA, with quinacrine mustard-
bright areas being AT-rich. This hypothesis may be true in
essence but some discrepancies exist which indicate that AT-
richness/g1,t banding is not a direct reLationship.
Evidence from the study of specific chromosomal regions is
known to conflict with the suggestion that AT-rich areas
fluoresce brightly. The centromeric regions of mouse chromosomes
contain satellite DNA which is richer in AT than the bulk of
mouse DNA, yet the quinacrine mustard fluorescence in these
regions is less intense than in other regions. Weisblum and ile
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Haseth (1973) suggest this may be explained on the basis of
"interspersion" of GC base pairs which affects the degree of
fluorescence.
Another discrepancy concerns the human chromosomes 1, 9 and
16 whose secondary constrictions contain AT-rich satellite DNA.
These regions also show fluorescence, though weakly, with
quinacrine derivatives (Caspersson et aL., f970) .
Greensher et aL. (1971) have reported the fluorescence of
the inactive X chromosome (Barr body) in specialized cells
(Wharton-je1ly cells) of the umbilical cord in human females and
the occasional fluorescence of the Barr body in the other cells.
Since the DNA is presumed to be identical in both the staining
and non-staining X chromosomes, this would tend to suggest that
composition of the DNA plays no independent role in the
fluorescence of the Barr body.
Fraccaro et aL. (1971) have reported a Y chromosome/autosome
translocation Ln Drosophila and noted that the fluorescence
intensity of the translocated heterochromatin was subsequently
diminished. They reasoned that if the DNA content in this area
had remained unchanged following the translocation, this would
suggest that factors other than DNA composition are involved in
the fluorescence.
A further consideration arises from the work of Comings
et aL. (L975) who have shown that, with the exception of highly
AT-rich satellites, differences in the concentration of quinacrine
along the chromosome are capable of prod.ucing greater changes
in fluorescence intensity than the variations in DNA base
composition in any given organism. This is illustrated in a
quantitative estimation of the human Y chromosome fluorescence,
which shows an increase of up to 2.2 times the averagle intensity
of the other chromosomes (Comings, L972a). There is greater
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variati-on in fluorescence than in base composition since the
mean GC content of mammalian DNA is 409 and even the heavy
satellites show a maximum of only 53t (Arrighi et aL., 1970b).
This, however, does not refute the hypothesis that differential
fluorescence is due to differences in base content since the
relationship between binding and degree of fluorescence is
not fully known. Comings and Drets (1976) have made certain
quantitative estimations on the effect of base composition on
guinacrine fluorescence and conclude (p. 199) that ,'variation in
the base content of DNA arong the chromosome is sufficient to
account for most e-banding, except possibry for some of the
extremes of quinacrine fluorescence".
2. Role of Proteins in eM Banding
Evidence for the suggestion that chromosomal proteins may
affect the fluorescence pattern obtained with acridine dyes comes
mostly from Giemsa studies (see p. 66). G-bands, with certain
exceptions, occur in the sErme region as eM bands (reviewed by
Hsu, 1973) and it is now wiclely acknowledged that chromosomal
proteins are significantly involved in the production of G-bands.
A general extrapolation impries that protein compositi-on,
aggregation and interaction with chromosomal DNA may contributeto
the banding produced by acridine dyes.
Comings et aL. (1975) fluorescent studies in mouse chromosomes
support the role of proteins in e-banding. These workers state
that most pale staining regions are due to a d.ecrease in binding
of quinacrine and that this inhibition of binding is predominantly
due to non-histone proteins.
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3. Single or Double-stranded DNA and QM Banding
Some results obtained by investigators studying the inter-
action between fluorescent dyes and nucleic acid polymers have
indicated that strandedness (i.e. single-stranded or double-
stranded) of mammalian DNA also has an effect on fluorescence.
The quenching effect of mouse DNA is greater with single-straniled
than with double-stranded molecules (Selander and de Ia Chapelle,
1973). Weisblum and de Haseth (1972) likewise observed a similar
result using chick DNA. Could it be, therefore, that different-
ial fluorescence of chromosomes is related to the single or
double-strandedness of DNA? The apparent changes in the relative
intensity of fluorescence in centromeri-c and intercalary hetero-
chromatin after denaturation-reassociation procedures could be
explained by the variations in such strandedness occurring during
the treatment, as already shown with acridine orange (de la
chaperle et aL., 1973a, b) and with anti-sera specific for single-
stranded DNA (Mace, Tevethia and Brinkley, 19721 . It is known,
however, from chemical- studies (Ris, 1969) as well as from
cytological experiments (Schreck ef, aL." L973; Nash and plaut,
L964) that the DNA in standard fixed chromosomes is normally in
double-stranded form. Hence, variations in the strandedness of
the DNA probably contribute little to the production of bands in
untreated chromosomes in situ which the eM technique entails.
4. Repetitive DNA and QM Banding
The discovery of repetitive DNA prompts the suggestion that
repeated seguences play an important role in the production of
QM bands. The suggestion initially sounds attractive. A
prominent example is the human Y chromosome whose distal end is
extremely brightly fluorescent with quinacrine mustard. The DNA
of this region is found to be highly repetitive as seen by its
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rapid reassociation 'Ln situ. On the other hand human chromosomes
1, 9 and L6, which contain highly repetitive DNA, show little
correspondingly bright fluorescence (Caspersson, Lomakka and
?,ech, 1971) .
Again, in mouse chromosomes centromeric DNA is highly
repetitive but QM fluorescence is minimal, and in V. faba the
widespread distribution of repetitive DNA along the chromosome
arms is far in excess of the QM banding pattern seen.
A relationship may exist between repetitive DNA and fluores-
cence intensity but so far the unpredictability of the fluores-
cence behaviour of repetitive DNA has introduced a comptexity
difficult to explain.
A Short R6sum6 of QIvl Banding
The balance of evidence from fluorescence studies suggests
that. in situ QM banding of chromosomes reflects DNA base content
i.e. AT-richness. In some organisrns it also reflects the location
and perhaps degree of base seguence repetition.
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fV. Giemsa Banding
The technique widely known as Giemsa banding has found a
place in cytology for the demonstration of chromosome bands in
more precise detail than was possible with any previous technique.
A modification of the SSC-Giemsa banding technique used in this
study revealed discrete cross-bands along the chromosome arms.
Some of the finer bands had not previously been detected as
clearly in c-metaphase chromosomes.
The M chromosomes of V. faba consistently shows Giemsa bands
localized in the positions established by 0M fluorescence and
Iate replication studies, and also in part by cold and acid
treatments (see Fig. 51a-f). Centromeric band ML/L is character-
istically conspicuous, whilst bands Mz/L, M2/2 and, M2/3 follow
the pattern seen with QM fluorescence.
The S chromosomes have a consj-stent banding pattern showing
bands not identified in detail by previous methods. The Giemsa
bands in the mid and proximal regions of the long arms of the
S chromosomes correspono in position to some prominent cold bands
and late-labelling areas. The pattern of differentially stained
areas close to the centromere on the long arm of several sub-
telocentrics compares with that seen in some fluorescently-
stained S chromosomes.
Studies in human chromosomes have similarly established a
correlation between the distribution of Q-bands and G-bands
(Evans, Buckton and Sumner, 1971), and Q-bands, Giemsa bands and
late-replicating regions (Schnedl, L973) . Schnedl (L972) also
established a close correspondence in the location of Q-bands,
Giemsa bands and late-replicating regions in cattle chromosomes.
Six groups of investigators have published results of Giemsa
banding in V. faba: Takehisa and Utsumi (1971, Schweizer (1973),
Scheid and Traut (1973), Dobel, Rieger and Michaelis (1973) ,
Burger and Scheuermann (l-974) and Klasterska and Natarajan (1975)
(Flg: 42a1f). (see also Addendum p, 101) .
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The last three groups have illustrated the genome in detail
with related banding patterns. A comparison of the band.s on the
S chromosomes shown in the present study by the SSC-Giemsa method
and those illustrated by DobeL et aL. (fixed + urea -r Giemsa),
Klasterska and Natarajan, and Burger and Scheuermann (fixed ->
BaOH -t SSC + Giemsa) reveals minor differences of banding
patterns (Figs. 23 and 42d, 
€1 f) . The last two groups
illustrate C-d.ots on all the chromosomes and call them C-bands.
A major difference in the Giemsa banding pattern produced
by the urea and BaOH/SSC methods as compared with the SSC method
is seen in the M chromosome. Dobel et aL., Klasterska and
Natarajan, and Burger and Scheuermann found a distj-nct band at
the NOR' which is notably absent following SSC-Giemsa treatment
as well as with trypsin treatment, and is absent in most cases
with NaOH-SSC-Giemsa treatment (Takehisa and Utsumi, 1973).
Furthermore, although the M1/1 band is mentioned in passing by
Dobel eb aL,, it is more prominent by the SSC-Giemsa method.
In the present study a paradox arose foltowing the use of
the 6M urea technique for V. faba chromosomes. Contrary to
the results of Dobel et aL., bands were seen consistently
flanking the M centromere and also the secondary constriction
(Figs. 38 and 39). Dobel et aL. interpret the NOR band as lying
within the constriction although in the text they do state "in,
or adjacent to, the secondary constriction" (ef, p. 36). This
difference could be iliscounted on the basis of variation in
length of secondary constrictions if it were not for Funaki,
Matsui and Sasakirs (1975) discovery of an N-band within the
secondary constriction (Fig. 50) which they craj-m is separate
from adjacent NOR heterochromatin, in which case any differences,
if real, in secondary constriction banding between that reported
by Dobel et aL. and the present study with the same technique,
would be an enigma (see again p. 721 .
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The action of urea on chromosomes is not clearly defined,
but it is known to possess properties whieh include breaking
hydrogen bonds and extracting proteins. This is generally
attributed to its powerful electro-negative charge. Urea is not
known to discriminate between proteins and this may account for
bands observed at both the secondary constriction and iv1 centro-
meric regj-ons. It does not, however, explain the lack of
expression of the MI/l band or the specific banding pattern
produced by the urea method in the present study.
The reports using NaOH-SSC-Giemsa (Takehisa and Utsumi,
1973) and BaOH-SSC-Giemsa (Burger and Scheuermann, L973i
Klasterska and Natarajan, J-975) show interesting differences
in banding pattern. The bands seen by Takehisa and Utsumi are
all centromeric except for a prominent intercalary band in one
S chromosome (Fig. 42a). They show two bands on the IvI chromosome
corresponiling to cold bands, although they note occasional
banding "at both regions adjacent to the secondary constriction".
On the other hanil, Klasterska and Natarajan (L975) show four
M centromeric bands (ML/L is weakly stained) and a prominent
band at the secondary constriction, while Burger and Scheuermann
show five M centromeric bands, (including the C-dots) as well as
a consistent band at the secondary constriction (Figs. 42e, f) .
The last two groups show a more detailed pattern of banding in
the S chromosomes than that seen by Takehisa and Utsumi (Loe.
eit.).
These differences may be due to the heavier barium atom
perhaps binding to some exposed negatively-charged groups and
somehow effecting differential banding, or as is common in this
field, the differences may be attributed to the "vagaries of
variation in Giemsa banding" (Pearson, L972) between different
laboratori-es.
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The SSC-Giemsa method employed by the present author and
also by SchweLzer (Loc. cit.) is milder than the above techniques
and M secondary constriction banding has not been observed with
this method.
The production of Giemsa bands in V. faba is a delicate
operation and, not surprisingly, variation of the method results
in different banding patterns. OveraII, however, the development
of suitable Giemsa banding procedures has shown chromosome bands
in heterochromatic regions (as defined) in V. faba chromosomes
more clearly than with previous cytological techniques. The
Giemsa band(s) seen at the M secondary constriction is a special
case and althouqh not late-replicating, probably represents
classical NOR-associated heterochromatin (see again p. 83).
An Assessment of Giemsa Banding
In recent years techniques of chromosome banding, particularly
fluorescent banding and Giemsa banding, have provided cyto-
geneticists with powerful new tools. Soon after Arrighi and
Hsu (1971b) perfected the technique of staining for centromeric
heterochromatin, it beeame apparent that by utilizing a number
of modifications it was possible to obtain differential staining
along the chromosome arms. The question thatfollowed and is
still being pursued in the literature today is: "What causes
Giemsa banding?u llodifications have become so numerous and
varied, even to the point where reproducibility is particular to
certain laboratories, that it is difficult to determine the
important factors in the Giemsa banding reaction. Banding
afc
patternslproduced by a large number of treatments which include,
-A-
for example, incubation with any one of the following: organic
and inorganic salts, bases, chelating agents, various buffers,
detergents, protein denaturants, proteolytic enzymes and even an
s6.
oxidizing agent (Kato and Moriwaki, L972; Kato and Yosida'
L972; Seabright, L97Ii Dutrillaux and Lejeune, L97L; Utakoji,
L972). Yet on the other hand the biochemical complexity of
procedures permits the crystallization of certain features
particular to the banding phenomenon.
The question of the biochemical basis behind Giemsa banding
may be partially equated with the inherent difference between
euchromatin and heterochromatin, thus the following section is
concerned primarily with establishing the biochemical- nature of
Giemsa bands and elucidating the conditions responsible for
their formation.
For clarity, each of five possibilities may be the prime
cause of Giemsa banding:
1. Inherent longitudinal differences in concentration of
chromosome material.
2. The presence of DNA with a different base composition.
3. The presence of repetitive DNA with the staining being
due to differential renaturation.
4. The selective disruption of band. regions or interband
chromosomal rnaterial by banding agents.
5. DNA-protein or protein-protein modifications.
Each of these possibilities will be considered individually.
1. Inherent Longitudinal Differences in Concentration of
Chromosome Material
An analysis by McKay (1973) of G ancl C-banding supports
the view that banding is a consequence of differential chromatin
condensation. - This conclusion is based primarily on his
discovery that potential G-bands can be observed by phase
contrast microscopy, by gold/palladium shadowed surface
topography, or by U.V. microscopy without any post-fixation
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treatment or staining. Ivloreover he maintains that fixation in
ethanol-acetic acid does not play an essential role in banding
since chromosomes stabilized in uranyl acetate also show phase
contrast bands, and although the fixation procedure may
contribute to their appearance, the evidence is most easily
explained if the bands are presenL in uiuo and not induced by
the preparation treatment. All subsequent treatments which may
give rise to G-banding patterns are regarded as modifying methods
only.
McKayrs photographs are convincing and whatever technique
one employS, the appearance of Giemsa bands must be a manifest-
ation of some form of inherent differences. But it is difficult
to reconcile McKayts observations with those of numerous
investigators who have shown or stated that fixed Giemsa-
stained chromosomes stain uniformly. Phase contrast and bright
field microscopy of fixed unstained and stained V. faba root-tip
preparations by the present author revealed no structural or
staining differences along the chromosome arms where Giemsa
bands are located, which is in agreement with the najority of
observations.
Whole mount electron microscopy of treated and especially
untreated chromosomes provides some evidence of inherent
differential coiling of chromatin into bands along the
chromosome arms (Comings et aL., 1973) yet these workers reject
differential chomatin condensation as a cause of banding on
account of finding uniform Feulgen staining of mouse chromosomes
after Giemsa banding treatment. These results are contrary to
those of Kato and lvloriwaki (1972), Rodman and Tahiliani (1973)
and Meisner, Chuprevich and Inhorn (1973) who all showed that
Feulgen staining of either SSC or trypsin-digested Giemsa-
stained and destained chromosomes maintains the banded pattern.
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Yet like Comings et aL., these investigators lean towards
conformational changes of nucleoprotein as being a prime
requisite of banding.
In agreement with inherent differential chromatin
condensation are some observations of chrornomeric patterns in
mitotic and meiotic prophase chromosomes resembling the G-banding
pattern of metaphase chromosomes. This is seen in the present
study in V. faba chromosomes and has been observed in human
material by Hungerford et aL. (L972) and Utakoji (L972). Also,
the G-banding pattern shown by Utakoji (Loe. cit.l corresponds
to the spiral structure of nitotic chromosomes (Ohnuki, 1968).
Thus McKayr s advance of the differential condensation hypothesis
might have some merit in explaining the Giemsa banding phenomenon.
fndeed it may in future prove to be an important factor. The
hypothesis, however, does not satisfy biochemical evidence which
clearly implicates the Giemsa banding reaction with primary
characteristic differences within chromatin. It is this latter
aspect which presents a more detailed understanding of Giemsa
bands.
2. Giemsa Banding and Differences in DNA Composition Along
the Chromosome Arms
From buoyant density, satellite
kinetic studies of DNA in mammalian
Comings and Mattoccia (1972) suggest
types of DNA which may be locaLized
These include the following:
(i) Repetitive satellite DNA
(b) GC-richr or (c) same
(ii) Repetitive main band DNA.
composition, and renaturation
and avian heterochromatin,
there are several different
in centromeric heterochromatin.
which is (a) AT-rich,
density as main band DNA.
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(iii) Non-repetitive DNA: (a) GC-rich heavy shoulder DNA,
(b) AT-rich main band DNA.
ft seems, therefore, that centromeric heterochromatin can
be either AT-rich, GC-rich, or neutral and stil1 produce C-bands
and thus it is questionable whether base composition is a prime
requisite for banding in these areas.
As previously shown' however, most studies of the relationship
between chromosome banding and base composition have been done
j-n relation to quinacrine labelling. And since QM and G-banding
are generally similar in distribution, these studies are
pertinent. Evidence from the previous section on fluorescence
and base composition is relevant to this discussion and in brief
reiteration most quinacrine-bright areas are convincingly AT-rich.
But there is sufficient evidence to suggest that AT-rich base
composition may be a modifying factor in the banding process,
rather than the primary cause of quinacrine laberling. This is
highlighted in sLudies by de Ia ChapeLle et aL. (f973a, b),
Weisblum and de Haseth (1973) and Greensher ef, aL. (1971) where
fluorescence is not always seen to be directly related to base
composition. Indeed, if base composition is an important factor
in Giemsa banding the relationship is not linear since the amount
of positively-stained regions is far greater than that allowed by
the relatively narrow range of base composition (Af/Ge ratio).
A clear example is seen in human chromosomes where Giemsa bands
constitute approximately half the genome,
3. Preferential Renaturation of Repetitive DNA
When Giemsa bands were first detected around the centromeres
of mouse chromosomes and found to coincide with the localization
of highly repetitive DNA, the conclusion generally accepted at
the time was that the banded areas represented regions on the
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chromosome whose DNA had rapidly reassociated and stained
positively with Giemsa. Further investigation has since shown
that the situation is not well defined and certain facts would
tend to refute this claim:
(a) Giemsa banding can be induced along the chromosome
arms as well as in the centromere region without the use of any
recognised DNA denaturant, i.e. positive bands can be produced
by omitting the NaOH step and merely immersing the slide in SSC
buffer before staining.
(b) According to acridine orange (AO) experiments, fixation
and air drying of the chromosome preparation does not denature
the DNA (Comings et aL,, 1973).
(c) Acridine orange experiments also indicate that once the
denaturing conditions are removed, the DNA around the centromere
renatures almost instantly (within seconds) and the DNA of the
arms soon follows uniformly (de Ia Chapelle, Schroder and Selander,
f97f). These experiments provide no evidence for preferential
denaturation or renaturation within the arms of the chrornosomes.
(d) 2 x SSC (at 55oc overnight), which is accepted as the
medium in which reassociation is allowed to proceed., actually
re-denatures the DNA (Comings et aL., 1973).
(e) Intense centrome.ric banding can be seen in chromosomes
in which apparently (i) both centromeric DNA and arm DNA are
double-stranded, (ii) both centromeric DNA and arm DNA are
single-stranded, (iii) centromeric DNA is double-stranded and
arm DNA is single-stranded (iv) centromeric DNA is single-stranded
and arm DNA is double-stranded (Comings et aL., 1973).
(f) Very gentle di-gestion methods such as treatment with
0.0059 trypsin for 10 seconds, can produce excellent Giemsa
banding in mouse chromsomes without denaturing DNA (Comings ef,
dL., 1973) .
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(g) Excellent Giemsa bands can be induced in human
chromosomes using actinomycin D prior to harvest (Shafer, 1973)
and this agent is not known to possess DNA tlenaturing properties.
Doubt was first cast on the rapid reassociation/Giemsa bands
hypothesis when the omission of NaOH from the method produced not
only clear C-bands but G-bands as well. If SSC was allowing
reassociation to take place then the whole system seemed to be
illogical. However, Comings et aL. (1973) maintain SSC treatment
actually denatures rather than renatures the DNA, with reassociat-
ion of the centromeric areas occurring immediately the denaturing
conditions are removed. It follows that to some degree the
original idea may be upheld.
Even if preferential renaturation does occur, however, it.
is not clear whether this is the cause of differential staining
or is merely a coincidental phenomenon. Perhaps a stronger case
can be advanced for preferential renaturation of repetitive DNA
being a prime requisite in C-banding rather than G-banding, in
testimony to the rapid selective reassociation of DNA around the
centromere. But if one accepts the evidence from AO experiments,
differences in strandedness which can occur suggest that prefer-
ential renaturation of repetitive DNA is unrelated to the ability
of chromosomes to show C-bands. This is consistent with previous
studies in Chinese hamster cells which suggest that centrorneric
banding may be seen in heterochromatin that is not excessively
enriched in repetitive DNA (Comings and Mattoccla, L972) .
Adding to the negation of the preferential reassociation
hypothesis is the observation by Stockert and Lisanti (L9721
that post-fixation of mouse chromosomes with 108 formaldehyde
in 0.4 x SSC, followed by careful washing, does not affect the
ability of the DNA to denature and renature, but does prevent
the differential staining of the centromeric regions. And a
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particularly strong argument against denaturation-reassociation
being a prime factor in band production is the use of actinomycin
D on living cells as a band-producing agent (shafer, Lg73). of
all the chemicals used to revear bands thi-s one is known to be
unlinked to DNA denaturation.
on the basis of in si,tu hybridization there is little
question that at least part of the staining of centromeric
heterochromatin is related to its content of highry repetitive
DNA but it is debatable whether arr Giemsa bands are a direct
consequence of preferential renaturation of repetitive DNA
seguences. rt is significant in this respect to note that in
human chromosomes Giemsa bands constitute approximately half the
genome while there is only 30-358 repetitive DNA (Saunders et aL.,
L972) .
rn situ hybridizat,ion studi-es in v. faba by the present
author and by Timmis, Deumling and Ingle (1975), on the other
hand, show far more repetitive DNA along the chromosome arms than
Giemsa bands. such evidence indj-cates that repetitive DNA and
Giemsa bands do not form a unique rerationship, which militates
against accepting selective reassociation as playing a major role
in Giemsa band production.
rt is possible that the various treatments inherent in
producing Giemsa bands might either remove or disperse band or
interband material, and indeed compelling evidence that this is so
comes from six sources:
(a) Phase contrast microscope studies in the present study
showed phase lucent bands in regions on the chromosome arms after
ssc treatment (rig. 28a) suggesting the removar or rearrangement
of chromosome material prior to Giemsa staining. The exposure
of specific chromosomal sites could lead to selective banding by
4. Non-band Chromosomal Material
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the thiazine group of Giemsa to free DNA phosphate groups.
Comings and Okada (1975) on the other hand attribute the non-
staining of interband regions to the dispersal of the protein
covering the DNA phosphate groups.
Selective disruption of the chromosome arms is difficult
to expain. ft is perhaps interesting to reflect that nearly all
Giemsa banding techniques incorporate an agent capable of removing
divalent metal ions somewhere in the banding procedure. SSC is
an effective chelating agent in the presence of the divalent
catj-on calcium at pH 7.0 (Johnston, 1956). Cohn (1961, p. 596)
has noted the "increasing evidence that divalent metallic ions
are critical for the integrity of the chromosomes" and has shown
the metal chelator 2.2' bipyridine (which chelates iron at
biological pH without affecting ions higher up in the Mellor-
Maley series (Albert, 1951)) to cause breaks in heterochromatic
regions in V. faba chromosomes (around the M centromere and in
mid-regions of the S chromosomes). He emphasizes the possible
role of iron in maintaining structural stability. If specific
chromosome regions were susceptible to chelation these data
could explain selectivity in band production.
(b) In contrast to SSC-Giemsa studies, trypsin digestion
studies (p.35) have shown the seLective removal of non-band
material and the retention of Giemsa banded regions. The
"chromosome ghosts" that appear are probably peripheral pools
of breakdown products. Burkholder (1975) and Bath (L976) have
independently examined the ultrastructure of trypsin-banded
chromosomes by whole mount electron microscopy whi6h also appears
to indicate the removal of interband material.
(c) The radioisotope findings of Comings et aL. (1973) show
that the complete Arrighi-Hsu technique in Chinese hamster cells
removesr orr average, 608 of chromosomal DNA anil that this DNA is
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preferentially extracted. from all but the regions contai-ning
C-bands. It is also significant that the Arrighi-Hsu technique
removes up to 308 of total chromosomal protein. G-band
techniques, however, remove less than 98 of Chinese hamster
chromosomal DNA and only 58 of chromosomal protein (even with
methods using trypsin) .
(d) Meisner ef, aL, (1973) and Rodman and Tahiliani (1973)
clearly show that Feulgen staining of either NaOH or trypsin
digested, Giemsa stained and destained chromosomes maintains the
banded pattern. Both groups claim that conformational change of
nucleoprotein structure gives rise to banding which may be true
but does not discount selective removal of chromosomal material
from the interband or band regions depending on the technique.
Microdensitometry studies of Feulgen stained C-banded chromosomes
by Conings et aL. (1973) indicate the removal of large quantities
of non-centromeric DNA, whilst as mentioned before (p. 57 \ ,
Feulgen stained G-banded chromosomes, by the same method, showed
no significant variations in the density of DNA along the arms.
(e) Analytical ultracentrifugation studies by Comings et aL.
(1973) of Chinese hamster DNA obtained from NaOH-SSC treated
slides and untreated slides, tend to confirm these authorsl
radioisotope and Feulgen findings that the non-satellite (non-
centromeric) DNA is preferentially extracteil by the Arrighi-Hsu
method.
(f) Electron microscopy of alkali-treated whole mount
preparations shows widespread chromatin dispersal in the
chromosome arms while that in the centromere region is more
resistant to destruction (McKay, 1973). A similar effect is
observed using trypsin treatment with perhaps a suggestion of
differential condensation in the arms after mild digestion
(Burkho1der, L9741.
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These data indicate that chromosomal material is
selectively disrupted in band. formation. This is clearly seen
in the present SSC-Giemsa and trypsin studies in V. faba.
Although selective disruption or removal of chromosomal material
is a plausible explanation of Giemsa banding, the fact that
trypsin is an effective banding agent introduces further
discussion as follows.
5. DNA-Protein or Protein-Protein Modifications
The many observations that proteolytic agents produce
excellent Giemsa bands (Seabright, L97L; Burkholder, L974i
comings et aL., 1973) provide strong evidence that either DNA-
protein or protein-protein modifications are an important
factor in this type of banding. Thus differential staining
could arise either through protein loss, physicochemical
modifications r ot conformational changes.
shafer (1973) incubated live human celrs in actinomycin D,
a drug which has been shown to affect chromosome condensation.
After fixation and staining with Giemsa, banding patterns were
observed which appeared to be the same as those produced by
post-fixation techniques. Since the treatment occurs in living
cerls, the observed banding more clearly reflects natural
chromosome structure. Furthermore, actinomycin D is thought to
bind specifically at guanine bases in DNA (Mu1ler and Crothers,
1968) and to compete for protein-attachment sites (Kleiman and
Huang, I97L) . Shafer claims this supports the involvement of
protein displacement in the light-staining bands; thus the
banding effect may be rerated to the relative content or
distribution of adenine,/thymine versus guanine/cytosine base-
pairs in the dark and light regions respectively. Evidence
supporting base specificity has already been mentioned.
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Considered together, these findings suggest an interrelationship
between base composition and protein organisation.
Quinacrine mustard fluorescence and Giemsa bands coincide
in distribution in most cases (Hsu, 1973'). The fluorescence
technique does not, however, include a protein extractionr rror
evenr so far as is known, a protein-dye interaction. But it is
believed in some quarters that the accessibility of the DNA to
quinacrine is "determined by the steric relations between the
DNA and chromosomal proteins" (Caspersson et aL., L972) .
Fluorescence patterns, therefore, night be directed by the
position, concentration and molecular structure of proteins,
whereas Giemsa banding patterns might be dependent upon the
removal or displacement of possibly the same proteins. The
fact that all of the Giemsa staining techniques include a step
that by evidence or rational conjecture could result in selective
extraction of chromosomal proteins gives weight to the hypothesis
that the differential staining of Giemsa bands is related to
the removal or redistribution of chromosomal proteins. This
also implies base specific and to some degree repetitive DNA
specific, protein associations and necessitates an examination
of the types of protein (acidic and./or basic) as a requisite for
evaluating their genetic function.
There are several factors which tend to support the presence
of each type of protein in the banded regions.
(a) Although information is not extensive it is currently
held that the distribution of Giemsa bands is species specific
and not, at least in animal chromosomes, tissue specific
(QM bands in v. faba are species specific (Caspersson et aL.,
L972)\. As some acidic proteins are known to vary in different
tissues (Wang, L97L) there is a possibility that if any proteins
characterise Giemsa bands then these may be of the histone type.
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(b) Histone involvement in banded regions is also indicated
by irnmunofluorescence studies. Desai et aL. (L972), working
with polytene chromosomes from the salivary gland cells of
second instar larvae of Dt,osophtla meLanogaster, treated the
preparations with fluorescein-bound histone antisera and found
fluorescence in areas corresponding to known QM bands. Of further
significance was anti-serum from the argenine-rich histone
fraction which could be considerably diluted before any
appreciable dirninution of fluorescence was noted.
(c) Since trypsin requires a free basic amino acid for
hydrolysis of a polypeptide (Simpson, L972) cleavage would not
be expected when the basic group is complexed to nucleic acid.
Not unexpectedly, Simpson subsequently found that tryptic
digestion of proteins bound to nucleic acids did not occur at
those sites where there was an electrostatic linkage of lysine
or argenine-rich histones to nucleic acid phosphate. Upon
extrapolation it is not unlikely that trypsin banding of
chromosomes differentiates between protein types with the
positive bands representj-ng lysine or argenine-rich histones.
Some evidence, however, would ascribe Giemsa bands to the
localization of aciilic proteins. Giemsa staining of HCl-treated
metaphase chromosomes in situ shows no apParent morphological
effectr or at the most a slight decrease in the stain intensity
of G-bands (Meisner, Chuprevich and Inhorn, 1973) which would
seem to support the positive Giemsa band/acidic protein theory.
Furthermore, the fact that chromosome morphology is unaffected
after the HCI treatment, which is assumed. to extract total
histone and non-histone acid soluble protein, contradicts the
many studies which demonstrate these proteins to be a major
determinant of chromosome coiling and structure, and, in so far
as proteins are involved, would appear to attribute metaphase
morphology entirely to acid and residual proteins.
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Alkaline or trypsin treatment af ter exposure to HCl,
howeverr c€tr still induce Giemsa bands (Chuprevich et aL., 1923).
Some techniques (Bobrow, Madan and pearson, Ig72) use a pH of
11.5 to produce G-band.s, and this is not consistent $/ith
persistence of acid protein.
rn an attempt to clarify the matter furly Meisner ef, aL.
(1973) treated slides of fixed human chromosomes with a pH Lz.O
solution for 30 min, followed by a 30 min immersion in o.2N Hc1,
both at room temperature, This treatment gives uniformly staineil
chromosomes. (Application of this alkaline-acid wash to V. faba
preparations, however, results in grossly distorted chromosomes).
Yet if this treatment is followed by trypsin digestion (0.68 at
pH 8.0 for one to five min) before Giemsa staining, both G and
C-bands can be produced, regardless of the alkaline-acid washes
which, it was reasoned, should have removed 4 proteins both
basic and acidic!
Accepting trypsin as a bona fide proteorytic agent a protein
must, therefore, still remain complexed on the chromosomes
despite the harsh pretreatment. rndeed, pothier ef, aL. (1975)
have since reported that even a four hour extraction with O.2N
HCI does not extract all histone 2aL. The most important
stabilizing forces in nucleohistones are the non-specific ionic
bonds between the positive residues on the histone and the
phosphate groups on the DNA (Walker, 1965),
In studying the titration properties of.the nucteo-histones
Walker found that their stereochemical arrangements on the DNA
herix are in fixed positions, and that lysine and argenine
residues are the main groups involved in the complexing.
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Furthermore, the charge distribution along the polypeptide
chain of the nucleohistone appears to be non-uniform, producing
an effect which suggests that the lysine and argenine residues
are groupedclose together. Most significant was his di-scovery
that only 80E of the lysine and argenine residues titrated at
pH L2.0 and he concluded that the remaining moietj-es are still
firmly linked by ionic bonds to the phosphate of the DNA. This
could mean that lysine and./or argenine-rich histone residues
are the only proteins on the chromosomes which survive the
conditj-ons imposed in the banding process, and modification of
these by trypsin gives rise to Giemsa bands. This wourd add
further weight to the significance of the immunofluorescence
studies and to Simpsonrs work in emphasizing the role of hj-stones
in chromosome banding.
In testimony to the controversial nature of the issue,
comings and Avalino (L9741 had published results at variance
with Pothier et aL. (1975). They claimed that all histones
were removed from the chromosomes in a 0.2N HCI wash for 4 hours
as shown by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. upon producing
Giemsa bands thereafter with trypsj-n, comings and Avarino
concluded that non-histone proteins were the important proteins
in chromosome banding. Tn a recent publication, Comings and
Harris (1975) report a nr:mber of non-histone proteins that are
unique to or present in greater quantity in constitutive hetero-
chromatin.
Ample evidence implicates the rol-e of proteins in association
with DNA as a requisite for Giemsa banding. This evidence is
divisive, however, in indicating what type of protein is involved.
Although the author would tend to favour a histone-type protein
playing a major role, this conjecture is tempered with caution
whilst the entire field attends the weight of confirrning results.
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V. Lacto-Aceto-Orcein Banding
Application of Kurj-tars (1958) lacto-aceto-orcein method
revealed a banding pattern not seen with previous techniques.
Of prime note was the discovery of a positively-stained NOR band
and negatively-stained centromeric bands in each M chromosome.
The three centromeric bands coincide in location with those M
centromeric bands seen after acid treatment. Replication studies
dld not give clear results as to when the NOR band replicates.
It does not, however, replicate in late S, which supports Burger
and Scheuermann's (L974) conclusion and is in agreement with
the photographic evidence of late-labelled chromosomes shown by
Evans (1964). Early labelIing studies suggest that the NOR band
replicates in early S.
NOR band chromatin is resistant to acid hydrolysis whilst
centromeric band chromatin is sensitive, which implies some
structural difference between the two regions elicited by this
particular technique. Furthermore, it is because chromosomal
material has been removed that the structural differences are
manifested rather than a qualitative change in these two regions
alone.
If the banding pattern on the M chromosome is manifested
as a result of removal of chromosomal material, what material is
being removed? Because strong acids are involved, the effect
could be related to protein complexes and their binding to DNA,
in which case a histone-type protein may be removed (Phillips,
1962; Holtzman, 1965). Histones play an important role in
maintaining chromosome structure (Bonner and Garrard, L974) and
their removal may account for the distortion witnessed by this
technigue without standard fixation procedure. Should any
proteins remain, one night therefore expect the NOR band to be
constructed of acidic proteins or a histone-type protein
resistant to the acid procedure possibly of the
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lysine or argenine-rich variety mentioned in the previous
section.
Mattingly (1963) discovered lysine-rich areas or perinucleolar
chromatin in v. faba. she deduced that because the nuclear
histones are known to have greater stability than the residual
proteins and because a major constituent of the histone proteins
is lysine, there is a possibility that the rysine fraction is a
part of the histone moiety in this portion of the genome. rf
Mattingry's reasonj-ng is true and if it applies to the NoR band,
then this histone-type protein must be of the acid resistant
kind and be bound in a very tight manner. But also if it were
true, one must reconcile this view with the argument that alr
Giemsa bands are composed of resistant histone-type proteins.
Therefore, why are the M centromeric bands not positive with
Kuritar s technique as they are with the urea-Giemsa technique
(not distinctive in this study but shown crearry by Dobel ef, aL.,
le73) ?
There is the remaining possibility that the centromerj_c
bands contain a different histone type not resistant to acid,
though this may appear, with regard to the iliscovery by pothier
et aL, (1975) of an acid. resistant histone fraction, to be
aontrary to Meisner, chuprevich and rnhorn's (1973) results who
showed that Giemsa bands could be revealed on human chromosomes
after 0.2N HCI treatment.
An effect that could equally give rise to differential
banding is serective removar of divalent metal ions, a proposal
advanced as a possible eause of Giemsa banding. This may or may
not be related to protein types. The proposal is tenable in
the light of cohn's (1961) results on the effect of the iron-
chelator 2.2' bipyridine on the structural stability of hetero-
chromatic regions in v. faba chromosomes i,e, around the M
centromere and intercalary regions of the S chromosomes.
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The first report of differential staining around the NoR
in metaphase M chromosomes in v. faba was by Rattenbury (195a).
He noted the occasionar presence of this structure in prepara-
tions connected with nucleolar studies (pers. comm.). Apart
from recent Giemsa banding studies, the only other note of its
presence is a brief report by Takehisa (1969). Both Rattenbury's
and Takehisafs methods were applied by the author to v. faba
var. C.E.D. without success. The acquiring of the variety
Takehisa used (Nagasaya Soramame) and subsequent experimentation
also produced fruj-tless results. Both these investigators used
formaldehyde somewhere in the treatment. Formaldehyde acts
chiefly by denaturing proteins (Sharma and Sharma, 1965) which
offers a crue to its possible action in manifesting the NoR
band, but as welI, this chemical is known for its unpredictabilier
in its treatment of chromosomes which may account for the present
author's lack of success with the above experimenterst techniques.
A recent report of N-banding in v. faba by Funaki, Matsui
and sasaki (1975) shows a positively-stained band within the
secondary constriction of the M chromosome (Fig. 50) which the
authors regard as being distinct from heterochromatin adjacent
to the NOR as shown by the TCA-Feulgen reaction (Takehisa, 1969).
They do not, however, compare the location of this band with
the results of Dobel et aL. (Loe. eit), although in the present
study the urea-Giemsa technique revealed distinct banils adjacent
to the NOR.
The NoR band in Fig. 45 is simirar to the N-band shown by
Funaki et aL. and. a distinction between the two structural
features cannot be drawn with certainty from these photographs.
Fig. 43, however, shows the NoR band as segrments franking the
secondary constriction and it is most likely that Fig. 4s
represents the merging of these segrments. should there be,
however, two distinct structures at the M secondary constriction
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(adjacent heterochromatin and an N-band), then the "band" in
this position in Fig. 41 (GtI method) could possibly be inter-
preted as an N-band. Funaki et aL,, moreover, claim that N-
bands represent certain structural non-histone proteins
specifically linked to nucleolar organizers.
The function of the NoR band is no doubt connected with
nucleolus formation. Berns and Cheng (1971) used a laser
microbeam to irradiate regions outside and inside the constriction
of No chromosomes. rrradiation irnmediately adjacent to the
constriction consistently resulted in the loss of nucleolar
organizing capacity, whereas irradiation 2 um away from the
secondary constriction and direct irradiation of the secondary
constriction did not alter the abirity of the cerl to form
nuc1eo1i. These results show that sites adjacent to the constrict-
ion are involved in nucleolus formation.
No differential banding was seen in the s chromosomes by
the rJ\o technique. whereas the NoR band is resistant to this
method, and M centromeric band chromatin very sensitive, s
chromosome heterochromatin (known to be located in the inter-
carary regions of the long arms) is indistinguishabre from all
the remaining chromatin and tolerably resistant to acid hydrolysis
enough to contribute towards chromosome reeognition. That s
chromosome heterochromatin should behave in this fashion
complicates speculation on its properties. Being heterochromatin,
one might expect it to behave like M centromeric band chromatin.
This suggestion is based on cold treatment and late labelling
observations of heterochrornatin expression and behaviour in V.
faba. rt is perhaps surprising that acid treatment or the LAo
technique should be discriminating in not showing any s
chromosome bands (apart from the small arm band). One can only
reflect that whereas M centromeric band chromatin and NOR band
chromatin possess different properties as manifested by the LAO
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method, S chromosome heterochromatin has, with respect to this
treatment, similar properties to euchromatin.
A Short R6sum6 of Lacto-Aceto-Orcein Banding
The LAO banding technique used in this study has revealed
two types of bands in the M chromosome of V. faba: the NOR
band and the M centromeric bands. Unlike all previous banding
techniques this method produces positively-staj.ned cross-bands
and negatively-stained cross-bands simultaneously and on the
same chromosome. HCI and acetic acid are known to extract
histone proteins from chromosome preparations (Phillips, Loe.
eit. i Holtzman, Loe. ei.t.l , therefore it is proposedr on
balance, that the L,AO procedure selectively removes certain
histone-type constituents thus giving rise to differential
staining along the chromosomes.
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VI. fn Situ Hybrid.izaLion
The widespread distribution of grains over the M chromosome
seen in autoradiographs indicates that both heterochromatin (as
defined by cold treatment and late-replicating regions) and
euchromatin contain repetitive DNA. The dispersion of grains
along the S chromosomes results in the same conclusi-on, although
in some instances the grain distribution corresponds closely with
intercalary heterochromatin location. Diffuse labelling and
labelling at both ends of many s chromosomes, however, clearly
indicate that in the v. faba genome, a considerable amount of
euchromatin as weIl as heterochromatin comprises repetitive DNA.
These results are similar to the findings of Timmis,
Deumling and Ingle (1975) who showed diffuse labelling over all
the v. faba chromosomes and interphase nuclei- upon performing
hybridization with RNA transcribed from a ag+7cszso,, satellite
DNA component. (a light satellite component is present in v.
faba total DNA (see App. rr). Although the satellite is not
specified by Timmis et aL. o it is assumed this was the fraction
used in their studies). These investigators state ',The
satelrite seguences appear to be more generalry spread over
the nuclei and over the chromosomes. There is a suggestion that
the ends of the chromosome arms are unlabelled and in addition,
certain proximar regions". The same suggestion is seen in the
present study using whole cRNA. The unequal distribution of
grains arong the M chromosome shown in Fig. 59, especially the
reduction in grain count around the centromere, would seem
rerevant to chromosome banding. The grain count data wourd
appear to indicate a non-random distribution of repetitive DNA
along the M chromosome or the presence of repetitive sequences
with a lower order of base repetition located around the centro-
mere and chromosome ends (although condj-tions allorved in the
experiment would indicate that only
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highly repetitive sequences were hybridized (see below) ).
Nevertheless, the reduction in grain count around the M
centromere which in V. faba is known to comprise heterochromatin,
is contrary to many results in other organisms which show
heterochromatic regions to be specially rich in repetitive DNA
sequences.
The light satellite DNA fraction in V. faba comprises only
approximately 3-5t of the total DNA. Thus RNA produced from this
DNA is potentially able to hybridize with the equivalent percent-
age of chromosomal DNA. RNA from total DNA, however, should
theoretically hybridize to 100? of chromosomal DNA. Under the
conditions in the present study, Cot values ranging from 10-l
to 1O-2 mole x secs/litre were achieved. This implies according
to reassociation kinetics (see epp. III), that only 5-20t of
the total V. faba DNA (i.e, highly repetitive sequences) is
potentially detectable by i.n situ hybridization. Cot values,
however, offer only a rough guide in estimating the actual
percentage of RNA-DNA hybridizaElon in situ; it is not possible
to determine accurately whether more chromosomal- DNA was bound by
the whole cRNA than satellite band cRNA.
Transcripts from whole DNA must have included a variety of
different RNA molecules and hence would not be as pure as
satellite band cRNA. It is rnost likely that several families of
repeated sequences hybridized with chromosomal DNA giving rise to
the widespread grain pattern. The occurrence of heavy labelling
in euchromatic regions is in contrast with previous studies which
have shown that euchromatic regions either lack laber or show
light labelling whereas heterochromatin is intensely rich in
repetitive DNA (see pages 13 and 14 of the Historical Survey).
The result of Timmis et aL,, hybridizing satellite band cRNA,
is perhaps more surprising. It is unusual to find non-localiz-
ation of a satellite DNA component on the chromosomes of higher
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organismsi SeiLla sibiyica satellite DNA, for example, is
strongly localized on the chromosomes (Timmis et dL., Loc. ei,t.)
The diffuse location of satellite DNA along V. faba
chromosomes may be related to the evolution of these sequences.
Walker (f971) has offered possibly the most plausible arguments
on the evolution of satellite DNA sequences whereby a selective
advantage is conferred on a chromosome to preserve a certain
sequence which arises from ribosomal spacer DNA, murtiplied
rapidly, and is then translocated to other sites on the same anil
other chromosomes. Multiplication, according to Walker,
probably occurs over a short period ("saltation',) faster than the
rate of pase substitution, with the exchange to other chromosomal
sites occuning over a longer period, If a high rate of
translocation occurred in v. faba, it could explain the wide-
spread distribution of satellite DNA sequences throughout the
genome.
Burger and Scheuermann (L974) and Scheuermann and Knallman
(1975) hybridized V. faba ribosomal RNA (fractions 4 and 53,
18s and 25s prepared from root-tips incubated in 3H-uridine) to
chromosomal DNA of root-tip preparations. After seven months
exposure time, fractions l8S and 25S (fraction 4 and 5S results
were not reported) showed Localization of grains around the
secondary constriction of the M chromosome. These investigators,
therefore, clearly established the locarization of certain
ribosomal cistrons in V. faba chromosomes.
One of the interesting problems is to determine whether
repetitive DNA in 7. faba is transcribed into RNA zln oiuo. The
data of Flamm, Walker and McCallum (1969) suggest that mouse
satellite DNA is not transcribed. Available evidence regarding
the sequence of bases in satellite DNA's suggests that they
cannot code for a meaningful- polypeptide, although this does not
negate the possibility of their transcription; certain nucleotide
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sequences may possess functions other than those involving
translation. Evidence has been obtained that homopolymers of
purine ribonucreotides (poly A) are present in the nucleus and
cytoplasm of various organisms (Lim, Canellakis and Canellakis,
1970a, b). Poly A sequences are now known to be attached to
most eukaryotic mRNAr s yet despite intensive research the
function of these seguences remains obscure (Hamlyn, L97s) .
This introduces the question of functions of different repetitive
DNA fractions. Discussion on the topic has ranged from their
possible role as gene regulators or initiators of transcription
to no attributable function (Iabelled as "junk DNA',). For
reviews see Walker (1971), Rae (L972), Ursprung, 0972) ,
Hennig (1973).
Although evidence from molecular biology studies indicates
that at least some repetitive DNA sequences are transcribed
(saturation hybridization studies by soeiro and Darnell (1969)
have shown that about 58 of total nucrear DNA can be bound by
in uipo synthesized RNA at low Cot) information with respect to
V. faba is lacking. It is now possible to estimate the
contri-butions of transcripts from various families of DNA
seguences to the populations of heterogleneous nuclear RNA (HnRNA)
and mRNA. This is done by incubating small amounts of radio-
actively raberled Hn - or mRNA in soluLions of reannealing DNA
under conditions such that the RNA participate in the annealing
reaction without seriously affecting the kinetics of DNA-DNA
annealing. The fraction of RNA complementary to DNA of various
degrees of repetition can then be measured by assaying for radio-
activity bound to DNA, after separating doubre from single-
stranded mol-ecules on a hydroxyapatite column when various cot
values have been reached (Gelderman, Rake and Britten, I97Li
Greenberg and Perry, 1971). These experiments have shown that
the bulk of both Hn and nRNA is transcribed from the unique
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sequence fraction of DNA, but that some nessenger and HnRNA's
are transcribed from aLl but the most highly repetitive
sequences (which in mouse cells is satellite DNA).
Experiments by hybridization eompetition have also shown
i-n mammarian nucreic acids that some of the RNA transcribed
from the rapidly reannealing DNA fractions is tissue specific
(Hennig, 1968) as well as developmental-stage specific (Church
and McCarthy, L967i Davidson, Crippa and Mirsky, 1968). It
would be meaningful as an extension to the present study to
pursue this avenue of research in v. faba Ln conjunction with
DNA and RNA fractionation,/chromosome localization studies.
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VII. Chromosome Bands and Heteroehromatin
Many techniques were used or developed in this study to
visualize chromosome bands on metaphase chromosomes. A central
question in such an investigation is whether these bands demon-
strate the presence of heterochromatin.
If the bands shown by a new chromosome banding technique
coincide in location with established heterochromatic regions,
and if this is substantiated in a number of investigations in
various organisms, then that technique can be said to demonstrate
the presence of heterochromatin and it then becomes another
criterion for defining heterochromatin. Furthermore, the
technique may offer contributions to explaining the nature of
this portion of chromatin.
On the other hand if a new band does not coincide with
established heterochromatic regions then that band is a "chrom-
osome band" and not a "heterochromatic bandt' until the new
technique is accepted as a method for showing heterochromatin.
The following section sets the criteria for detecting hetero-
chromatin and questions the heterochromatic character of
chromosome bands shown by the various banding techniques used
in the present study.
Methods for detecting heterochromatin include the following:
(1) direct visualization by staining. Those chromosome
regions which demonstrate heteropycnosis (differential
condensation) are judged to be heterochromatic. These
regions are seen as chromocenters in interphase nuclei
or differentially condensed areas in prophase chromo-
somes. Ohno, Kaplan and Kinosita (1957) clearly
recognised heterochromatin in the proximal regions of
mouse prophase chromosomes by this method.
(21 use of cold treatment; seen as negatively-stained
cross-bands in metaphase chromosomes.
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(3) use of autoradiography to detect late DNA-replicating
regions.
Heterochromatin is known to possess other attributes as
mentioned in the historical surveyr and not unexpectedly, there
are exceptions in behaviour to some of the above features
(Lima-de-Faria, 1969) . It is upon a combination of these
criteria, however, that a chromosome band may be judged. as being
heterochromatic.
The C-dots observed in this study seem comparable to the
deeply stained paired dots seen at the centromeres of ALLlum
eepa chromosomes by Stack and Clarke (1973) who used a modified
C-banding technique (i.e. a modified NaOH-SSC-Giemsa technique).
Stack (L974) extended this work to include several plants
()rnithogalum sp. r Tradescantia sp. and, Rhoeo sp. ) and he
distinguishes between the terms "centromere" and"kinetochore".
The term "kinetochore" is reserved for structures within the
centromere, or primary constriction, to which microtubules
attach and by which chromosomes are moved during cell division.
Pericentromeric heterochromatin, seen as C-bands or
constitutive heterochromatin in mammalian chromosomes is
considered to be d.istinct from the centromere. Stack concludes
that the paired dots represent differential kinetochore staining
and that their uncotttrnon observation in other organisms may be
due largely to their being obscured by the large masses of
centromeric heterochromatin that characterLze animal chromosomes.
Ultrastructural examination of the dots is apparently in progress
(Stack, ]-9741 .
The present study is in agreement with the above observations
and Stackrs interpretations seem most plausible. C-dots should
not be viewed as representing heterochromatin but regarded as
distinct functional units.
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Bostock and Christie (L974) conducted a detailed study
into the heterochromatic characters of C, G and Q bands in
kangaroo rat chromosomes. Their results are somewhat complex.
Q-bands correspond to G-bands which are located in the chromosome
arms. C-bands are located not only in the pericentromeric
regions but also along the chromosome arms alternating with
G-bands. Centromeric C-bands contain late-replicating DNA where-
as noncentromeric C-bands, Q-bands and G-bands contain early-
replicating DNA. From these studies Bostock and Christie
suggest there are several different states or degrees of hetero-
chromatin. A similar conclusion was reached by yamasaki (1971)
in his studies of TniLlium and Cypripedium chromosomes. The
evj-dence from 7. faba supports this view. Bands t'4I/L and M2/I
may represent the extreme case of heterochromatin shown by
nearly all techniques, whereas t'4L/2 , M2/2 , M2/3 and M2/4 may
rePresent different classes of heterochromatin revealed only by
specialized techniques.
That the latter group of bands (Ml/z Lo ttI2/4) are not shown
by cold treatment, may reflect more on the inadequacies of this
technique as a criterion for defining all heterochromatin. This
would seem true for band M2/2 which is shown by most other
banding techniques. Furthermore, in the V. faba M chromosome,
QM bands, acid treatment bands, and Giemsa bands (as shown by
the various regimes used in this study), are all localized
within the late-replicating region (except for the NOR band).
Therefore, given that there are differences of band expression
within this limited region with specialized techniques, all the
M centromeric bands revealed (ML/I, ML/z, yt2/L, ILZ/2, M2/3 and
M2/4) are judged to represent the position of heterochromatin.
The centromere region of the M chromosome is not, however,
especially enriched with repetitive DNA.
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The negatively-stained band seen on the small arm of one
or two S chromosomes after acid treatment is also seen after
cold treatment. And in most S chromosomes there appears to be
a correlation between the position of discrete Giemsa bands in
the intercarary and proximal regions of their rong arms and the
location of cold bands which in turn correspond to the location
of late-replicating DNA. Casperssor. et aL. (1969a) also show
QM bands (more convincingly than in the present study) exclusiv*
Iy in these regions. Those bands seen in the S chromosomes by
acid treatment, QM fluorescence and Giemsa banding are also
judged to represent the position of heterochromatin.
The distribution of repetitive DNA in the S chromosomes
is varied. Most s chromosomes in the genome have grains along
their entire length indicating a widespread distribution of
repetitive DNA, although in some S chromosomes there is a
suggestion that label is localized at intercalary heterochromatin
regions. rn contrast, the coilrmon observation of grains at the
ends of two S chromosomes in the genome (Fig. 58) suggests
repetitive DNA in these two S chromosomes is localized at
euchromatic regions, at least for the long arm end. The short
arm may contain the heterochromatic band seen above but this
was not determined Ln in situ hybridization preparations.
The NOR band is one of the classical examples of nucleolus-
associated heterochromatin described by Heitz (1928, Lg?gl and
later studied by Caspersson and Schultz (Caspersson, 1950).
This was seen most convincingly in Fig. 47a, b where the two
chromocenters of each nucleus associated with the nucreolus
represent the NOR heterochromatin from the two Ivl chromosomes.
NOR heterochromatin in V. faba differs from the rest of the
heterochromatin in not replicating late (a1so reported by
Burger and scheuermann, L974) , and being located on either side
of the secondary constriction it would escape detection by cold
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treatment. However, Fig. 59 indicates that NOR heterochromatin
may house repetitive DNA sequences even though these sequences
are generally spread along the M2 arm.
The phase-dense regions at some chromosome ends probably
represent condensed chromosome areas. Therefore they would
share a characteristic of heterochromatin as first defined by
Heitz (Loe. eit.). The lack of phase density in these regions
in less-contracted chromosomes, however, suggests they are not
highly condensed at interphase. Furthermore, the chromosome
ends do not otherwise manifest heterochromatic behaviour
(although, as above, negative cold bands would not be detected).
Therefore these particular regions are not regarded as being
heterochromatic.
A11 the chromosome bands revealed in this study by acid
treatment, QM fluorescence, Giemsa banding and orcein banding
are judged to represent the position of heterochromatin and
the techniques accepted as methods whieh show heterochromatin
in Vi.cia faba chromosomes. Furthermore, the variable expression
of different bands with particular banding techniques testifies
to certain differences between banded reqions which is
interpreted as indicating the existence of several classes of
heterochromatin.
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VIII. Summary of Findings with Comparison to Other Studies
The present study, unlike previous studies in Vieia faba,
presents a comparison of band distribution by several banding
techniques, and demonstrates the coincidence of these bands
with the position of heterochromatin as shown by cold treatment
and late DNA-replication. The study also compares the
distribution of heterochromatin with the location of repetitive
DNA sequences. In situ hybridization results show that these
sequences are widespread in the V. faba genome.
During the course of investigation certain results were
achieved that have not been reported previously in V. faba
chromosomes, uiz. the illustration of both C-dots and phase-
lucent cross-bands immediately after SSC treatment, the
appearance of "chromosome ghosts" after trypsin treatment,
nucleolus-associated DNA labelling discovered during temporal
replication studies (this feature requires intensive invest-
igation), and the location of repetitive DNA sequences
transcribed from total DNA.
Similar comparative studies have been conducted mainly
in mammalian chromosomes asmentionedin the discussion (pp. 45,
52, 82). Most reports of chromosorne banding in Vieia faba,
many published during the course of the present study, are not
comparative studies but individual reports of bands produced
by a particular technique. However, the finding in the present
study that two different banding patterns are produced around
the M centromere by cold treatment and acid treatment is a
comparison also reported by Takehisa (1973). Burger and
Scheuermann (L974) likewise compared and established^ Giemsa
band locations coinciding with late-replicating regions
(except for the Giemsa band at the M secondary constriction),
and also established the location of certain ribosomal subunits
at the NOR.
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The conclUsion arising from the present studX' thaL a
nurnber of' olass'e-s of he€erochrqnatin exi.,str has been
independently reached by Vosa (1970), Voga and !{archi (L972al ,
Yagta-saki (L9?1), Takehi.s,a (1973) and Bostook an€l Chrls,tie (L9741 .
A rece:Dt pubLication b1' Vosa (1976) c1assifies F. fab,a
heteroshrorqatin artd a Frrblicati.on by Friebe (L975) describes
Gii*nsa bandingr in V. feha but the presen:t, auth:of ha,el not seen
either report eit the tirrrs the nianusclLipt was tlpecl.
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SUM},IARY
This study investigated the d.istribution of bands along
root-tip chromosomes of vieia faba "cores Early Dwarf" as seen
by acid treatment, quinacrine mustard fluorescence, various
forms of Giemsa banding and orcein band.ing. These bands reveal
the position of heterochromatin, indicated by their coincidence
with cold treatment bands and late-replicating regions. The
NoR band, however, is not late-replicating (evidence suggests it
replicates in early s) but was judged to represent classical
nucleolus-associated heterochromatin.
Most of the observed bands were not exclusive to one treat-
ment, but could be recognized in chromosomes prepared by several
methods, Y€t their variable expression with different banding
techniques testifies to certain differences between banded
regions and emphasizes the existence of several classes of
heterochromatin.
Heterochromatin in the M chromosome is located in two areas,
(a) around the centromere and (b) adjacent to the secondary
constriction. F'ig. 51 (a-i) illustrates the variation in
banding patterns in these areas with speciarized techniques.
Heterochromatin in the s chromosomes is rocated in the inter-
calary and proximal areas of their long arms and in the short
arm of two chromosomes.
fn situ molecular hybridization of labelled complementary
RNA to chromosomal DNA indicates the presence of repetitive DNA
in both euchromatin and heterochromatin of the v. faba genome.
Factors involved in Giemsa banding $rere considered in
detail with the role of proteins judged to be of prime importance.
A major difference, probably in protein content or architec-
ture, was seen between It{ centromeric heterochromatin and NOR
heterochromatin as revealed by the lacto-aceto-orcein technique.
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It is proposed that the procedure selectively removes certain
basic histone proteins thus giving rise to differential
stai-ning of the M chromosome.
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ADDENDUM
The author has just recently seen the report by Vosa
and Marchi (L972bl published i-n the Italian journal Gi.orn.
Bot. ItaL.
Vosa and Marchi show a correlation between the distribution
of quinacrj-ne fluorescent bands and Giemsa bands (BaOH+SSC->
Giemsa) in the M chromosome whilst in the S chromosomes "guina-
crine treatment shows more regularly those bands which are
located very near to the centromere ["" the long ar*] whereas
the BaOH-SSC-Giemsa technique shows more or less the sErme
pattern plus other bands in [int"r..lary regions "f] the long
arms". These banding patterns are similar to the results
achieved in the present study.
Vosa and l'larchi further noter Ers seen in this study,
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Frcrrns 3--Diagrammatic representation of the haploid chromosome set of. Vicia faba







Fig. 3. Karyogram of the stanclard chromosome





















.. Fig. 4a. Unstained fixecl root-tip squash showing uniform
phase density of the chromogome lengths. (Phase
eontrast microseopy). : -.'
Fig. 4b. Uhstained fixed root-tip squash'showing phase-
denie regions adjacent to the centromeres and
at.the.ehromosome ends (on1y 10 chromosomeg of,









5a-e. Interphase nucleus at succesgi.ve levels of
{ocus frqn. a series of root-tip sections
showing proninent chromocenters (arrows) .
i.
with the nucLeolus. (Haematoxlrlin stain) .
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mean (no. of chromocenters) = 8.52
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Figs. -8-14. colditteatedr' Feulggn:BtaiEgd squashes
Fig. 8. Achromatic bancls (V:L/L and M2,/1), one on
either side of each centromere (c). Dotted
lines attach each satelLite to the appropriate
M2 arm.
Fig. 9. 
.Non-colchicine anaphase stage showing an M
centroruere (c) directed towards ttre po3.e










\Less contracted corntrrlements with rna+y
, achrornatic regiohs alopg the chronodome
atbs, Identifiable bands are arrowed
in Fig. L0.
.;






















Fig. 12. well contractecl 'complement with prominent single
r, u:id-barids ,{arrows) on sgne S chroraosoiltegi noteL4'i 
.




Fig. 13. tlLustrates achromatic bands on the ihort arrn
- 














: cui-'dl-'treatied', Feulgqrt-staig-ed qquashee, (coht. )'
.t
-, 
'- frg. lrla, b. UnBtained, cold-treated ancl fixed squaqhes
' showing Phdse-lucent bands
(al Note a single band on either si6e of
ea'c\ M dentronere (=' c) .
(bl Identffiable bandls ar€ arrorf,ed.
'[d 









Fig. 15a-d. Reproductions of illustrations showing the
ilistribution of cold-induced bands by
(a) Grant and Heslot (1966)
(b) Evans and Bigger (1961)
(c) l"lcleish (1953)
(d) La Cour (1951)
r23
Fig 15a
Frcune 3.-Frequency djstribution of 100 interchanges in tetraploiil cells. The positions of











Ftc. r_.-.fraphase chromatids from a root-tip cell of !'icia faba after 4 days at 7c C.C: ce[tromere; H : heterochromatin; N: nucleolar or.ganiser. Chromosome
pai:s c'i-\L, S, qnd S.. tlpes.n-urnbered l-6.' Starvation is iregu-Iar and outline chrorn-
oro:nes fail to shorv it. All figures X ?!oo.
Fig 15c
124
Fr;. 4.-Vbia faba, above after normal temp€rature, below with heterochromatin as
revealed by cold- There is difficulty in interpreting differeaces within pairs because
of similarity in the types B-F. X r37o.
Fig 15 d
M s, 5"
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0 Jl" ttfl )|l $tt
For erpLanntion see p.r22
L25.
Figs. 16-18.-
Figs. 16 and tr7l, Three 4chromatic bands (*t/L/ i M2/L
and 142/2) neigtrbour the M centromere,t
.'..
:. (Treatment 4(a) in methods, p. l-7).
fig. 18. ProLonged rnaceration squash showing band ML/LI
a band on the M2 arm of the hornologue and bands











.,.. ' Fi.gs. 19-21. guineciige' uustatd T'lUqEqscent Sgu+shesi
. Fig. 19. Three bands (ML/L, b12/L and, vt212) neighbour




' :: t'dttror*Eqense microsicopy)-, 
,
'Tigs. 20 and 2L each show a ttrird M2 band (142/31 on theI
chromatids of one M chromosome.
(Ft uoreseence 'nicros @py) .
.J
One S chronosorne is inissipg in each of










Figs. 22-29. ggg-Giensa Banded lTquash€is.
canding pattern of V. faio iFig. 22. Characteristic I
genome. sc = .secondary coastriction.
Fig. 23. Karyogtarn arid idiogrErn of Fig, 22.
Fig. 24. GiemBa-banded sguash also showing
differentially-stained 14 centromeres.
Fig. 25. Interpha$e nuclei.
Figs. 26a, 27a, 28a and 29a. Unstained SSC-treated
squashes. C-dolE on chronratids in 26a
and, 27a but not obvious in 28a and 29a.
Phase-lucent cross-h,ands (arrows) in Zga
and^ 29a. (Fhase contrast microscopy)
Figs . 26b; 27b, 28b and 29b. Giemsa-stained
'-
:. complements bf 26a-29a. Gienisa bands















































































Eor erpLanati.on eee p.1zg
136.
I'igs. 30-35. Trypsin-Gi.eqFa Bapdeat Squashes.
iiig. 30. Stained after 1:2 min' trypsln dicestion,;
partial appearance of bands (arrows).
Fi.gs- 31-36. Stained after 4-7 mirr trypsin digestion.
Figs. 31 and.32. Proninent bands with peripheral
, ., 
ghtmrosone ghosting.
Figs. 33 and 34. Note ghosting around the chromosomes
in Fig. 34
Figs. 35 and 36. S chrornosome at bottorn of F19. 35 and
at 5 orclock in Fig. 36 shows grhostiFg mostly





























f ig. 37.' Note particiil,arly the two centroinerici
bands (uZlt and ttt2/21 on the arroryed, trt I'a - 1' I
F:i-gs,38
i,'
and.39. Bands flank the M centromere
(l4L/2 and vt2/4r. gore distlnct in Fig.












rig. 40. Reverse banded squash showing achronatic
cross-bands. -.
Fig. 41. Gll banded squash. C-dots (hrrows) ard
differentially stained and particularly
distinct on the S chromosome at 10 orclock.
_Note the proninent band (indicated with bar)
cLose to the centronere of this chromosome
and the sug,gestion of a band or dots at the














,1 fig. 42. Repiioduotions of illustrations sbqrring the
distribution of Giemsa bands in v. f,aba
' chromosomes by
'.(a) Takehisa and Utsumi (19731
t(b) Schtreizer (1973)




-r- -(at) Dobel, Rieger and lvlichaelis (1973)
(e) Burger and Scheuernann (1974)
(f) Klasterska and Natarajan (1975)
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For erplanntion see p.1rl
Fig 429
r 148.
I'igs. 43-49.. Laoto-Aceto;Orcein Ban(led Squashes.
Fig. ",43, Positive bands flank the secondary ..
constrictiol of the upper M chrbrnosomb.
Tl'ro negative bahds .(ltL/L and NLZ/I)
neighbour the centrornere (c) with a
break at the M212 region (arrow). The M
chromosorne at 8 orclock sho$s indistinct
handing. Centronere position is judged
from cold treatment and acid treatment studies.
rig. 44. Ttvo indistinct bands are positioned at the
secondary constriction and two negatirre bands
neighbour the centronsre (c) with a..break at






















IJacto-Aeqt'o-O:cein Banialed Squashes ( cont. )
fig. 45. Comimon observation of the flanking secondary
' constriction bands as one band, .the NOR band
." 
{amow). The centromeric bands are not
defined in this M chromosome. Note an
adjacent chromosolne fragment with the homolo-
. 
.. 
gous NOR, band (arrgrtrhead).
Fig. 46. Unstainecl hyclrolysed squash. NOR band is
. 







Lacto-Aceto-Orcein Banded Squashes (cont. ) .
Fig. 47a, b. rnterphase nuclei, each showing two













, LagLe:Acetg.-Orcein Banded Squashes (cont.).
.' :
i.l
Fig. 48..' Sguash of standard fixed root-tips tr*eated
with LAO method. Achrornatic b6nds are
, arrwed. Centromere (c) pos,i.tl.on is jufged
as in Fig. 43 above. .,
Fig. 49. Uaeta!.ned, hydrolysed, standard fixed squash.









Fig. 50. Reproduction of Funaki, Matsui and Sasakirs
(1975) illustration of an N-band in the





Fig, 5L. Representatj-on of the band phttern reveaLed on
the lt chromosome by clifferent banding techniques
used in this study.
(a) Cold treatment
(b) Acid treatment






(i) LAO technique with standard fixation
- red = .achromatic band
blue = positive band
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